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Chapter 251 - Great Country (2) 

Zhao Feng thought that if the Liu Family he was looking for was indeed one of the Four Great families of 

the Canopy Great Country, it would be incredible. 

One Emperor, Three Sects, Four Families. 

These eight forces sustained the life of Canopy Great Country and were above the other countless 

forces. 

Any one of them had power at least comparable to a strong country and even had the ability to wipe 

them out. 

Of these eight forces the Imperials had the most fame and was the ruler of the Canopy Great Country. 

Due to the eight forces existing together, the situation within this great country was very complex, but 

there wasn’t much connection to Zhao Feng who had just arrived. 

He couldn’t even affect the Thirteen Countries situation and was just a speck of dust in the Canopy 

Great country. 

After organising his thoughts Zhao Feng once again looked towards the River of Rage ahead. 

The River of Rage had a magnificient current that caused cultivators at Ascended Realm to have a hard 

time breathing. 

“The River of Rage is the biggest river in the Canopy Great Country and is one of the three greatest areas 

of water in the Northern Continent. Anyone that wants to enter the holy lands of the Canopy Great 

Country and head towards the Four Families must cross this river.’ 

Zhao Feng’s eyes gleamed as his azure hair blew in the wind. 

It wasn’t just Zhao Feng alone that wanted to cross the river. 

The aim of the experts here were all to cross the river. 

The River of Rage was situated north and was considered desolate - even though the population here far 

surpassed the Thirteen Countries. 

One had to cross it if they wanted to enter the populated grounds of the Canopy Great Country. 

Qiu----- 

The sound of movement in the air could be heard as a True Spirit Realm expert’s aura caused the 

crowd’s expression on the riverbank to change. 

A four winged flying leopard flew through the air. It’s size was as big as an elephant and a golden robed 

noble sat on it as they descended to the river bank. 

“Four winged Flying Cloud Leopard!” 



“It’s a battle-class flying pet. This four winged Flying Cloud Leopard could probably easily rip normal 

cultivators at the half-step True Spirit Realm into shreds.” 

The people on the riverbank full of respect. 

The pet of the golden robed person, the “Four winged Flying Cloud Leopard” alone would cause normal 

cultivators at the Ascended Realm to evade. 

When the Four winged Flying Cloud Leopard descended, Zhao Feng could feel uneasiness from the 

Azure Sharp Swallow. 

The Azure Sharp Swallow might not be slower than the Four Winged Flying Snow Leopard in terms of 

speed but their battle power was uncomparable. 

Zhao Feng noticed that a lot of cultivators had flying beasts in the Canopy Great country but his Azure 

Sharp Swallow was a rare type whose speed made others envious. 

The golden robed noble’s eyes were calm as he scanned across the people on the riverbank. He was 

slightly surprised when he saw the Azure Sharp Swallow next to Zhao Feng but he didn’t take it to heart. 

Zhao Feng was only at the 6th Sky but had an Azure Sharp Swallow. One had to know that cultivators at 

the 7th Sky and even those at the half-step True Spirit Realm didn’t have such great flying steeds. 

As time passed, more and more people arrived on the riverbank. 

The cultivation of these people were at least at the 4th or 5th Sky, and 6th and 7th Sky were very 

common. 

There were now several cultivators at half-step True Spirit Realm at the riverbank. 

The battle prowess of these people couldn’t be compared to those in the Sky Cloud Forest Area. Zhao 

Feng found it hard to even finish off a normal cultivator at the 7th Sky in a short period of time. 

Of course, everyone was filled with respect as they looked at the gold robed person. 

“With the cultivation of the True Human Rank, he should be able to cross the river. Maybe he just 

doesn’t want to spend too much energy.” 

Zhao Feng thought in his heart. 

The people on the riverbank were all waiting to cross the river. 

However, the prices of these ships were enormous and the materials were comparable to Mortal 

weapons. They also needed array masters to enhance them to be able to stand against the waves. 

Normal ships were obviously unable to cross the River of Rage. Only those made with special material 

and enhanced with arrays were able to stand the chaotic waves. 

“The crossing sky ship is almost here.” 

Someone in the riverbank lowly shouted and everyone stared at the river. 

Zhao Feng had the strongest sight and soon saw a dark silver tens of yards long ship appear. 



The surface of the ship was engraved with complex arrays which gave off a earth yellow colour. 

Zhao Feng estimated that his full strength attack wouldn’t even be able to harm this ship. 

It was only because of these arrays that the ship was able to stand tall and not crushed by the enormous 

waves. 

There was several docks near the River of Rage, and near every dock, there would be ships similar to the 

Crossing sky ship that sent customers back and forth. 

At this moment only a few people had come off the Crossing sky ship. 

Usually people only thought of entering the Canopy Great Country and not many would leave after they 

entered. 

On the Crossing sky ship were four sailors with muscular figures. Their muscles were like bronze metal 

and gave off an invisible pressure. 

“These four sailors are all proficient in body strengthening and have reached the 7th Sky. They can use 

their body alone to fight against cultivators at the same rank.” 

Zhao Feng was extremely surprised. If these experts were young enough they had the chance to fight for 

a place of a Star in the Alliance Banquet. 

“There’s a total of 49 places. Everyone pays 300 low grade primal crystal stones.” 

The sailor at the front announced. 

Sou. 

The second the words exited his mouth, the golden robed person flew onto the Crossing sky ship, his 

True Spirit Realm aura caused the expression of the four sailors to change slightly but still took the 

primal crystal stones. 

“300 low grade primal crystal stones? That’s not a small sum.” 

Zhao Feng was slightly surprised. 

300 low grade primal crystal stones were 30000 substandard primal crystal stones. 

In the world of cultivators, substandard primal crystal stones were the lowest currency and were mainly 

used in the bottom echelons. 

“The Canopy Great Country has rich resources and the number of primal crystal stones extracted are 

extremely high, hence the price of everything is also higher.” 

Zhao Feng soon understood. 

He had won ten thousand low grade primal crystal stones from the Alliance Banquet and this was 

comparable to one million substandard primal crystal stones. 



This sum made the eyes of others red in the Thirteen Clans, but in this place, ten thousand low grade 

primal crystal stones couldn’t be considered to be much. Normal cultivators at the half-step True Spirit 

Realm were even richer than Zhao Feng. 

Sou! Sou! 

The group all charged towards the Crossing sky ship. 

The Crossing sky ship was docked at the river bank but there were still powerful winds here that was 

able to push cultivators at the Ascended Realm away. 

Therefore the only entrance was the ship gate. 

“41... 42.... 7 places left.” 

The head sailor said. 

The ship would leave when the 49 spaces were filled up. 

The remaining group were getting impatient. 

One had to know that every a Crossing sky ship came every ten days and they needed to repair the 

protective arrays on the ship. Furthermore, a Crossing sky ship would be the only around in a span of 

tens of thousands of miles. 

“Fast.” 

This was the first time Zhao Feng had arrived here so he didn’t know the situation, and therefore was 

behind. 

Qiu~~ 

Zhao Feng’s figure flashed with arcs of lightning but his movement was still a few steps too late 

compared to those that were prepared. 

When Zhao Feng had arrived, there were four people fighting for the remaining two places. 

“Sky Frost Dominance Fist!” 

One of them was a silver haired youth that sent a wave of ice in a ten yard radius. 

That youth forced a cultivator at the 7th Sky and two at the 6th Sky back. 

The power here was close to Cang Yuyue’s on the Alliance Banquet. 

Zhao Feng was extremely shocked. The Canopy Great Country’s resources were extremely rich and 

geniuses were like fishes in a river. 

Zhao Feng wouldn’t be his match without using his bloodline power. Only if he had reached 7th Sky 

again would he be able to. 

After the silver haired youth landed on the ship, Zhao Feng and three others were left behind. 

Charge! 



Zhao Feng’s Yin Shadow Cloak flapped as his body became darker and the sound of lightning increased. 

At that instant, his speed surpassed the remaining person at the 7th Sky and the two at the 6th Sky. 

“Don’t even think about it!” 

These three people weren’t simple. Their strength was similar to Ao Yuetian’s and Xu Zixuan’s. 

“Lightning Barrier.” 

Zhao Feng didn’t evade in the slightest and a spiderweb made of lightning formed a barrier around him. 

Boom-- 

The attacks of the three landed on Zhao Feng and the lightning arcs flew everywhere. 

The 7th Sky expert harrumphed as his body was numbed for half a breath; the other two were pushed 

back several yards and a few scorch marks were left on their body. 

Qiu--- 

Before they could react Zhao Feng had turned into a blur and had succeeded in taking the last spot. 

After doing this, Zhao Feng’s breathing rate increased as his expression turned solemn. 

Ever since entering the Canopy Great Country, the strongest feeling he felt was the competition. 

Competition was extremely intense. 

Just for a ship crossing the river needed a fight. 

“800 low grade primal crystal stones.” 

The sailor said expressionlessly. 

“Why 800?” 

Zhao Feng’s expression changed slightly. 

He clearly remembered that everyone only had to pay 300 and this was already very expensive. 

“Your flying pet costs an extra 500.” 

The sailor replied impatiently. 

Zhao Feng silently handed over 800 primal crystal stones. The Azure Sharp Swallow’s value was far more 

than this. 

However, the golden robed person’s Four Winged Flying Cloud Leopard didn’t cost him any extra. 

As if sensing Zhao Feng’s eyes, the golden robed person smiled faintly, “You’re not from Canopy Great 

Country are you?” 

Zhao Feng nodded his head. 

Hearing this the others on the ship looked towards him with disdain, as if they were looking at a beggar. 



However the golden robed person didn’t show any signs of underestimation and explained patiently, “I 

have a Spiritual Pet Bag, specifically used to carry flying beasts.” 

“Senior, may I ask you how much this Spiritual Pet Bag costs?” 

Zhao Feng’s eyes landed on a black sack on the person’s waist. 

“One hundred thousand primal crystal stones.” 

The golden robed person responded casually. 

One hundred thousand primal crystal stones. 

Zhao Feng took a cold breath. This Spiritual Pet Bag alone was worth more than ten times the amount 

he owned. 

Hence. 

Another thought of the Canopy Great Country appeared in Zhao Feng’s mind apart from the competition 

here. 

It was money. 

Chapter 252 - The Little Thieving Cat’s price 

Miao miao! 

Maybe it was because the little thieving cat had smelled the scent of money, the cat appeared from the 

interspatial bracelet and looked around with twirling eyeballs. 

“What a cute cat!” 

“Oh my god! This little cat looks extremely smart.” 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat put its paws out and puffed out its chest, causing the young girls to laugh. 

Zhao Feng’s heart clenched as he swore in his heart. Why did it come out? He might even have to pay 

more primal crystal stones. 

Luckily. 

The little thieving cat was only the size of a palm and was considered a small pet, hence there was no 

extra fees. 

The golden robed person inspected Zhao Feng and the little thieving cat with interest, but didn’t say 

anything. 

Shua. 

After the 49 places were taken, the four sailors pulled up the sails and began sailing the ship towards the 

opposite bank. 



The waves and winds of the River of Rage were extremely dangerous. Even those at the 7th Sky 

wouldn’t be able to last long before being dragged down into the depths of the river. 

Under these conditions the Crossing sky ship’s speed was extremely slow. 

“The River of Rage is around one hundred miles long is considered a thin area. With our current speed at 

least four to five days needed to reach the other side.” 

Zhao Feng calculated. 

Four to five days wasn’t long if one cultivated, but the problem was that the ship would shake 

incessantly due to the waves. After all, the ship would have to face waves with the force of a million 

kilograms. 

Not only that. 

When the waves were at its strongest, the Crossing Sky Ship would shake and had the danger of 

capsizing. 

Under these situations even a small nap was dangerous. 

Due to the fact that the ship was incessantly shaking, most people used True Force to stabilise 

themselves. 

The most casual person was the golden robed person. 

He was like a nail on the ship. No matter how strong the wind blew or the rain was, he never moved. 

Apart from him were those at half-step True Spirit Realm. They also seemed to find it pretty easy. 

These cultivators at the half-step True Spirit Realm were all extremely powerful and had cultivated the 

Qi of half-step True Spirit. They were much stronger than those in the Thirteen Countries. 

Luckily the Crossing sky ship wasn’t rocking the entire time. There were moments when the water would 

be unusually calm. 

When the Crossing Sky Ship was calm, the experts on the ship would interact with one another and 

sometimes exchange items. 

“Little brother. Are you willing to exchange your Azure Sharp Swallow? This one would be willing to pay 

two thousand low grade primal crystal stones.” 

A middle aged person wearing grey approached Zhao Feng and enquired. 

Two thousand primal crystal stones? 

Zhao Feng’s expression changed slightly. This wasn’t a small sum in the Thirteen Clans but he still shook 

his head, “No thanks.” 

At present, Zhao Feng still needed the Azure Sharp Swallow. Moreover, he didn’t think that the Azure 

Sharp Swallow was only worth this much. 



On this ship, apart from the golden robed person, no other flying beast was better than Zhao Feng’s 

Azure Sharp Swallow. Some didn’t even have flying beasts. 

“How about three thousand low grade primal crystal stones? That’s worth an enormous sum of three 

hundred thousand substandard primal crystal stones.” 

The middle aged person gritted their teeth and asked in a low tone. 

Zhao Feng still shook his head. 

“Three thousand five hundred.” 

“Four thousand.” 

“Five thousand, that’s my limit.” 

Zhao Feng shook his head no matter what the person offered. 

A few people nearby revealed playful and disdainful expressions. 

They could tell that this middle aged grey clothed person was trying to trick this poor youth, but 

unexpectedly, the youth didn’t seem to be shocked by the enormous sum. 

The area outside of the Canopy Great Country lacked Yuan Qi and the production of primal crystal 

stones was low. 

People outside of the Canopy Great Country were easily shocked by the sum of thousands or tens of 

thousands of primal crystal stones, but the youth before them didn’t seem shocked. 

Zhao Feng was still not moved even when the grey clothed person had raised the price to eight 

thousand. 

“My Azure Sharp Swallow is worth that much?” 

Zhao Feng was slightly surprised. 

The Yuan Qi in the Canopy Great Country was denser and the production of primal crystal stones higher, 

hence the increase in price. 

Items were rare when there was only a limited number. 

The Canopy Great Country was led by martial arts and the beasts nearby had been slaughtered in vast 

quantities. Some precious spiritual pets were rare here than in the Thirteen Countries. 

Normal people would not ride a flying beast unless they were heading into very dangerous zones. 

Lower quantities of items resulted in higher price. 

Because of these two reasons the price of flying beasts, especially rare ones, were worth a lot in the 

Canopy Great Country. 

“Hmph. Eight thousand primal crystal stones. Are you selling or not?” 

The middle aged grey clothed person’s eyes dimmed. 



Although he was only at the 7th Sky the aura radiating from him was much stronger than the ones in the 

Thirteen Countries. 

Zhao Feng estimated this person could face off Xu Zixuan and Ao Yuetian or even beat them. 

Just as Zhao Feng was about to reject, a voice sounded from nearby, “Aye? Grey Cat Eagle, are you 

trying to force this trade?” 

A silver haired youth slowly walked over. 

Zhao Feng had an impression of this youth. This person had used the Sky Frost Dominance Fist before 

and had forced back one person at the 7th Sky and two at the 6th Sky. 

Without using his bloodline power, Zhao Feng didn’t have much of a winning chance against him. 

“Qi Jiu, this has nothing to do with you.” 

The middle aged man who was called Grey Cat Eagle gazed warningly at the silver haired youth. 

“Fair trade, the higher bidder wins. Do I have no right to participate?” 

Qi Jiu hmphed coldly. 

Qi Jiu was also at the 7th Sky and his strength was comparable to Cang Yuyue, causing others nearby to 

shuffle backwards. 

The grey clothed middle aged person’s stopped saying anything. He couldn’t stop Qi Jiu from bidding a 

higher price. 

In terms of talent and strength, the opponent was far superior to him. 

“I’ll give you ten thousand primal crystal stones for this Azure Sharp Swallow.” 

Qi Jiu’s voice was faint but contained a coldness to it. 

Ten thousand low grade primal crystal stones. That was all Zhao Feng had. 

“Eleven thousand.” 

The middle aged grey clothed person retorted. 

“I said that I’m not trading my Azure Sharp Swallow.” 

Zhao Feng calmly shook his head. 

Hearing this, a lot of people were surprised. 

A youth who had came from outside the Canopy Great Country could resist such a large amount of 

primal crystal stones? 

“I heard that the cultivators from outside the Canopy Great Country are extremely poor. Is this true?” 

“Could this be a young master of a family or the son of a Lord of some country?” 

The people nearby exchanged glances. 



Qi Jiu and the Grey Cat Eagle looked at each other in the eye before leaving. 

No one dared to do anything on the ship. Even if there were problems, they would be resolved when 

they reached the shore. 

Zhao Feng’s expression was the same as usual and the little thieving cat on his shoulder yawned. 

However. 

Just as the two left, another group of people came. 

“This cat is so cute. Can you sell it to me?” 

A young girl dressed in blue around the age of fourteen to fifteen enquired. She was like a delicate 

carving. 

The girl’s age was younger than Zhao Feng, but her cultivation had reached the peak 6th Sky. 

A cold youth in black came along with her. His age seemed to be around Zhao Feng’s. 

The girl and boy walked together shoulder by shoulder. Although their ages were young, their 

cultivation wasn’t to be underestimated. 

Behind the two was a plainly dressed elder at half-step True Spirit Realm who was shaking his head at 

this moment. 

“Not for sale.” 

Zhao Feng’s voice was cold. 

Why did all these natives of the Canopy Great Country try to exchange with him? 

Was it because they were easy to trick? 

“Azure haired brat. We’re from the Liu Family in the Overlooking Mist Province. State the price and sell 

this cat to us.” 

The youth in black said coolly as if he knew Zhao Feng would agree. 

“Overlooking Mist Province Liu family?” 

“Could this Liu family be affiliated with one of the Four Great families in the Canopy Great Country?” 

The people onboard were slightly surprised. 

“Liu family? These three come from the Liu family. Is their family my target?” 

ZHao Feng thought in his heart and asked: “Any price?” 

“That’s right.” 

The youth in black seemed to be extremely confident. 

The girl in blue gazed at the little thieving cat in blue and clenched her fists, “This cat is the smartest and 

most intelligent pet I’ve seen. I’m definitely going to buy it today.” 



“Hmm... how bout I give you 50% off?” 

Zhao Feng said slowly. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat waved its paws, symbolising its disatisfaction. The intelligence made the girl like it 

even more. 

“State your price.” 

The youth in black said smugly. The azure haired brat must have heard the Liu family’s name, hence the 

50% off. 

“One billion primal crystal stones.” 

Zhao Feng slowly gave a price. 

Hearing this, everyone took a cold breath. 

“One billion. This brat does indeed have the mouth of a lion.” 

“Even if they sold the Overlooking Mist Liu family, they probably wouldn’t be able gather this much.” 

The people here were stunned then started to laugh. 

The youth in black and girl in blue paused. 

“You....” 

The youth in black’s face went white then green from anger. 

He had originally thought that a cat would only be worth a hundred primal crystal stones but Zhao Feng 

had said an extreme amount. 

Before the youth could react, Zhao Feng laughed as he continued, “I meant peak grade primal crystal 

stones.” 

Peak grade primal crystal stones. 

Everyone’s mouths gaped open. 

The golden robed person at the True Spirit Realm laughed and shook his head, “Peak grade primal 

crystal stones had been long extinct. Even high grade primal crystal stones are hard to find. Now, middle 

grade primal crystal stones are even considered rare.” 

Being someone at True Spirit Realm, he obviously had the right to say. 

It was obvious that Zhao Feng didn’t want to sell the cat, hence the price. 

“Azure haired brat. How dare you play us? We’ll see....” 

The youth in black trembled from anger and turned around and left. 

He never would have thought that a countrymen would not give him face. 



Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat was full of joy and smugness and the ruffled Zhao Feng’s face while looking at the 

youth in black with disdain. 

“I really like this cat.....” 

The girl in blue bit her lips and gazed towards the plainly dressed elder with watery eyes, looking for 

help. 

Chapter 253 - Shore 

The eyes of the girl in blue turned watery and seemed extremely sympathetic. 

Those watching felt bad for her and told Zhao Feng to sell the little thieving cat to the girl. 

“Sure, a billion primal crystal stones.” 

Zhao Feng laughed. 

The youth in black clenched his fists tightly and stared angrily at Zhao Feng. If it wasn’t because they 

were on the Crossing Sky Ship he might have already attacked. 

Zhao Feng’s one billion primal crystal stones price obviously didn’t have any intention of trading. He was 

just playing with them. 

“Ting’er, wait till we cross the River of Rage and enter the Canopy Great Country. I’ll buy the exact same 

cat.” 

The plainly dressed elderly person behind the two laughed. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat revealed expressions of disdain as it extended a finger pointing towards the sky. 

Following this, it then extended two fingers and compared it. 

“It’s saying it’s the only one? There won’t be another?” 

The people nearby could obviously understand its meaning. 

Only one in the world. Never another the same. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat nodded its head proudly in response to the crowd. 

Everyone’s jaws were wide open and were extremely surprised. The intelligence of this cat could be 

compared to the Fox beasts. 

“Uncle Liu, look! It’s saying that it’s the only one in the world. How can you buy the same one for me?” 

The girl in blue pouted and gazed unwillingly towards the little thieving cat, not wanting to leave. 

The plainly dressed elder was helpless and the youth in black stared at Zhao Feng with hatred. 



Zhao Feng was speechless. In this short amount of time he had offended two groups of people. 

The former group wanted to buy his Azure Sharp Swallow but enmity appeared after they were rejected. 

This group wanted to buy his little thieving cat but wanted to take it because they couldn’t afford it. 

Sigh, what kind of world is this? 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but shake his head. Thinking about it carefully, the reason was because they 

thought he was easy to bully. 

He was alone, had low cultivation, and came from outside the Canopy Great Country. Everyone thought 

of him as a countryman, and easy target. 

The Crossing Sky Ship slowly moved forwards. 

Zhao Feng could feel Qi Jiu and Grey Cat Eagle’s coldness. 

In the other group, the youth in black was full of anger as he felt that he had humiliated by Zhao Feng. 

The plainly dressed elder at the half-step True Spirit Realm’s eyes twinkled, it was impossible to see his 

thoughts. 

“If these two groups attack together after I get off the ship.....” 

Zhao Feng hiccupped coldly. 

Just the silver haired youth Qi Jiu alone was comparable to Cang Yuyue. 

The strongest person should be the plainly dressed elder who had already formed the Qi of half-step 

True Spirit. He would even be able to resist against normal cultivators at True Human Rank. 

Of course. 

Zhao Feng thought that even if he wasn’t his match, he could run away with his Yin Shadow Cloak and 

Lightning Inheritance. 

“Little friend, the Overlooking Mist Liu family’s name is very good and we don’t force trades, but we 

can’t be sure others won’t. If you don’t mind, you can come with us three for the time being.” 

The plainly dressed elder suggested. 

Zhao Feng’s heart jumped. The older one was indeed smart. 

He could tell that the current situation wasn’t very good for Zhao Feng and if he helped Zhao Feng solve 

it, Zhao Feng would owe him a debt. 

At the same time Zhao Feng had to loosen up on selling the cat. 

Zhao Feng went into deep thought. 

He wasn’t scared of these two groups. Even if he wasn’t their match he could retreat safely. 

But... the Overlooking Mist Liu family was a good trace. 



Zhao Feng didn’t know the place well nor know anyone. He wasn’t even sure which Liu family he was to 

find. 

“How about you three have to ensure my safety after we get off the boat. As for the exchange, if the 

little thieving cat wants to go with you, I won’t stop it.” 

Zhao Feng answered. 

“Sure.” 

The plainly dressed elder revealed a happy expression. Behind their backs was an enormous family with 

rich resources. With the little thieving cat’s intelligence, it would definitely come to them with the 

resources provided. 

After the plainly dressed elder and Zhao Feng came to a deal, the former told the girl in blue and youth 

in black. 

“Great! Uncle Liu instantly succeeds.” 

The girl in blue said happily, as if the little thieving cat was already in her hands. 

The youth in black harrumphed coldly but the enmity on his face didn’t decrease. 

With the little thieving cat as the connection line, Zhao Feng soon knew the three people. 

The plainly dressed elder who was called “Uncle Liu” was an Elder of the Overlooking Mist Liu family. 

The girl in blue was called Liu Tingyu and was a genius of the younger generation but from the 

spoiledness Uncle Liu gave her, one could tell that her identity wasn’t as simple as it looked. 

The youth in black was called Liu Dong, a lover of Liu Tingyu’s. 

Zhao Feng smiled and understood the background of the three. 

The Overlooking Mist Province Liu family was a tiny family in the Canopy Great Country, just like how 

the Zhao family was in the Cloud Country. 

But even such a small family had Elder’s at half-step True Spirit Realm. 

From this, one could see that the advancement of cultivation in the Canopy Great Country had far 

exceeded the Thirteen Countries. 

Zhao Feng was a person who came into the city from the farm, so him being a countryman was justified. 

“Hehe.” 

Liu Tingyu took out her snacks and fed it to the little thieving cat. 

The little thieving cat had a huge appetite and didn’t eat normal food. Only till Liu Tingyu took out primal 

crystal stones and some precious spiritual pills did the little thieving cat eat happily. 

The plainly dressed elder laughed. With the little thieving cats gluttony and greed for money, it wasn’t 

hard to trick it away from Zhao Feng. 



At this moment, Zhao Feng obviously wouldn’t forget to ask Liu Tingyu and company about the situation 

within the Liu family. 

“May I ask whether there’s a person called Qinxin in the Liu family?” 

Zhao Feng asked. 

His trip to the Canopy Great Country was to find this person. 

This mission contributed whether the situation within the Thirteen Countries could be changed or not. 

“Liu Qinxin? In just the Liu family of the Overlooking Mist Province alone there’s more than one person 

called Liu Qinxin.” 

Uncle Liu shook his head. 

There were just too many people with the same name in this vast land. 

Zhao Feng stopped talking. 

Back in the Zhao family, there was more than one person with the same person as him. 

“In the Canopy Great Country, the Liu family of the four great families is our main families. Apart from 

them there’s Side families and Branch families. From what I know there’s seven Side families and several 

hundred Branch families....” 

Uncle Liu explained. 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but click his tongue. 

The Liu family was the Main family and had seven Side families under them. 

Under Side families were Branch families. 

The Overlooking Mist Province Liu family was just a member of the Branch families. 

After knowing this Zhao Feng’s heart shook. It was hard to imagine how powerful the Liu family was. The 

Overlooking Mist Province Liu family probably didn’t even have the right to contact the main Liu family. 

“Am I supposed to find the main family, side family or branch family?” 

Zhao Feng’s head hurt. 

The second mission was for him to send a letter. He had thought it would be simpe but the reality was 

extremely complex. 

From the current situation the chance of being the main Liu family wasn’t high, but not impossible. 

“I hope that it’s someone from the Side family who has some power. If she’s from the Branch family 

then that’d be troublesome....” 

Zhao Feng’s eyebrows furrowed. 

There was only seven side families of the Liu family and each of them were powerful forces. 



But there was just too many Branch families. They were counted by the hundreds. 

Zhao Feng didn’t know that when he mentioned the name Liu Qinxin to Uncle Liu, the golden robed 

person’s eyes flashed. 

“Liu Qinxin? Could it be that person....? Impossible! No way. It must be someone who has the same 

name.” 

The golden robed person took a deep breath and shook his head. 

There were way too many people with the same name. The golden robed person thought. 

The Crossing Sky Ship moved forwards. 

Time quickly passed by. 

In the blink of an eye seven to eight days had gone past and the Crossing sky ship had finally approached 

the shore. 

The shore on the opposite side of the River of Rage was crystal blue. It looked like a scenery from out of 

an artwork. 

Zhao Feng was immersed by what he saw. 

“So entrancing, so is this the holy cultivation lands of the Canopy Great Country?” 

Liu Tingyu’s eyes flashed brightly and her fists were clenched, amazed by this piece of land. 

The south of the River of Rage was considered desolate and barren. Only by passing the river did one 

truly enter the Canopy Great Country. 

Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye caught an immeasurable power in the River of Rage. It seemed to be 

able to rip the continent apart. 

“The Heaven Earth Yuan Qi in the opposite shore is more than ten times denser than the Thirteen 

Countries. This River of Rage contains some power that can disrupt the distribution of Heaven Earth 

Yuan Qi in the Northern Continent.” 

Zhao Feng took a deep breath, unable to measure that power. 

“The River of Rage is a very mysterious river. The top ranked Inheritances “Heavens Legacy Inheritance” 

showed up here several tens of thousands of years ago and gave birth to the River of Rage.....” 

Uncle Liu said as if telling a story. 

“Heavens Legacy Inheritance? An Inheritance even better than the Scarlet Moon Inheritance?” 

Liu Tingyu was full of curiosity. 

The Scarlet Moon Inheritance was ranked 3rd of the 4 Great Inheritances and was the reason why the 

Scarlet Moon Patriarch reached such a height. 

“The Heavens Legacy Inheritance is the most ancient and mysterious inheritance of the four. It’s 

appearance rate is extremely low and not much information is known about it.” 



Uncle Liu smiled faintly. 

There was just not enough information about the Heavens Legacy Inheritance. No one knew whether it 

was the strongest or not, but it was definitely the oldest and most mysterious. 

“Apparently, every time the Heavens Legacy Inheritance appears, the continent’s situation would 

change. But this Inheritance hasn’t appeared for a long time.” 

The golden robed noble who was silent suddenly said. 

These were just rumours. No one would take it as true. 

The Crossing Sky Ship soon reached the shore. 

Sou-- Sou-- Sou-- 

Everyone left the Crossing sky ship. The fastest person was obviously the golden robed person. In a 

flash, he had disappeared into the clouds. 

“Azure haired brat. Are you sure you’re not going to sell the Azure Sharp Swallow?” 

The grey middle aged Grey Cat Eagle closed in on Zhao Feng with two helpers behind him. 

On the other side the silver haired Qi Jiu had a cold mocking smile on his lips. 

Chapter 254 - That’s right, I’m a Beast Tamer 

Grey Cat Eagle had asked two helpers who had both reached the 7th Sky to accompany him and they 

were at least at Xu Zixuan or Ao Yuetian tier. 

Qi Jiu seemed to be alone and stood on the other side as he smiled coldly. 

There were also a few people standing on the side with gleaming eyes. 

At this point in time, the atmosphere was extremely tense. 

This entire event was caused by the azure haired kid who came from outside the Canopy Great Country. 

The poor countryside brat had a precious flying beast and an intelligent pet cat which caused others to 

have thoughts on stealing it. 

Everyone thought that this person had no background and low cultivation, hence he was a good target. 

Zhao Feng didn’t speak but smiled towards Uncle Liu. 

According to their deal before the three from the Liu family needed to ensure his safety. 

Uncle Liu wanted to use soft methods to help Liu Tingyu get the little thieving cat and it was a perfect 

chance for him to make Zhao Feng owe him one right now. 

“Everyone, this little friend here is a guest of our Overlooking Mist Liu family. I hope everyone gives me 

some face.” 

Uncle Liu scanned the crowd and released his half step True Spirit Realm aura. He was like a peerless 

mountain. 



In the Canopy Great Country, there was a technique which could allow True Force to slowly change into 

Qi of half step True Spirit and become more like the Qi of True Spirit. 

The higher percentage of Qi of half step True Spirit converted, the more powerful one was. 

According to Zhao Feng’s knowledge, the half-step True Spirit Realm experts in the Thirteen Countries 

only had one-twentieth to one-tenth converted. 

However, in the Canopy Great Country, normal half-step True Spirit Realm experts had twenty to thirty 

percent converted, meaning that they were two times more powerful in comparison to those in the 

Thirteen Countries. 

The conversion was slow, but the more converted, the higher chance of breaking through to the True 

Spirit Realm. 

If one converted ninety percent, they had at least a 50% chance of reaching the True Spirit Realm. 

At this moment. 

When Uncle Liu released his aura, the expressions of the Grey Cat Eagle and company changed. 

“Thirty to forty percent has been converted to the Qi of half-step True Spirit.” 

A few people amongst the crowd sucked in a cold breath. 

The aura from the half-step True Spirit Realm made others uneasy. 

The Grey Cat Eagle and the two behind him started breathing more rapidly and were full of caution and 

hesitation. 

If Uncle Liu and company were to protect Zhao Feng, they had no chance of winning. 

“The Overlooking Mist Province Liu family is only a tiny Branch family. It has nothing to do with the main 

Liu family.” 

A cold voice sounded from the side. 

Qi Jiu stood proudly as his silver hair floated in the air. A layer of frost appeared, causing the 

temperature nearby to drop. 

The coldness made Uncle Liu’s expression change. 

Liu Tingyu’s eyebrows were furrowed as she circulated her True Force to protect herself. Lin Dong the 

youth in black’s face was white as he struggled to resist. 

“Qi Jiu, all you need to do is hold back that old man. Leave the rest to us and we’ll give you 40% of the 

profits.” 

The Grey Cat Eagle revealed a happy expression. 

Qi Jiu’s strength was stronger than expected and was able to resist Uncle Liu. 

Zhao Feng originally thought that the former was only close to Cang Yuyue’s but from the looks of it 

right now, he had the ability to stand shoulder to shoulder with her. 



“Sky Frost Dominance Fist.” 

Qiu Jiu’s fist gave off a cold blue aura and a chilling ice blue light flickered towards Uncle Liu and the 

two. 

“Everyone dodge!” 

Uncle Liu exclaimed as his Qi of half-step True Spirit appeared, forming a mud yellow coloured palm. 

Peng~~ 

The palm smashed through Qi Jiu’s attack and crushed onwards. 

Qi Jiu’s figure retreated slightly as he turned into cold shadows that attacked furiously towards Uncle 

Liu. 

“This Qi Jiu has incredible power and his offense is close to Cang Yuyue’s whereas his defense is even 

stronger. Overall, he’s stronger than Cang Yuyue if the latter didn’t comprehend the seed of sword 

intent.” 

Zhao Feng sighed in his head. 

In terms of age, Qi Jiu was around 4~5 years older than Zhao Feng and Cang Yuyue. After Cang Yuyue’s 

seed of sword intent had been stabilised, her strength would grow to a whole new level. 

“Attack!” 

Grey Cat Eagle exclaimed and led the two helpers at the 7th Sky towards Zhao Feng. 

Liu Tingyu’s strength wasn’t bad and was able to handle a 7th Sky on her own. 

Lin Dong, however, felt slightly troubled facing the other 7th Sky. 

“Azure haired brat, if you hand over the Azure Sharp Swallow right now and cut off your hands and feet, 

I’ll consider letting you live.” 

A brutal smile appeared on Grey Cat Eagle’s face. 

With Qi Jiu holding Uncle Liu back, the three of them at 7th Sky were more than enough to take Zhao 

Feng and company down. 

“Hehe, is that so? I’m willing to give the Azure Sharp Swallow over, but I don’t know whether you have 

the ability to take it or not.” 

Zhao Feng spread his arms and whistled, ordering the Azure Sharp Swallow to descend. 

Hmm? 

Grey Cat Eagle paused slightly. 

But in the next instant, the Azure Sharp Swallow turned into a blur that was almost unseeable by the eye 

that shot towards Grey Cat Eagle. 

Shewwww~~~ 



A bloody gash was left on Grey Cat Eagle’s shoulder. If it wasn’t because he dodged in time and 

protected himself with True Force, he would’ve already been sliced in half. 

The feathers of the Azure Sharp Swallow were extremely thin, and adding to the fact that its body was 

light, it was good at both good at speed and offense. 

Therefore, Grey Cat Eagle had been injured by this sneak attack. 

“Bastard!” 

Grey Cat Eagle roared and charged towards the Azure Sharp Swallow, trying to conquer it. 

However, the Azure Sharp Swallow was a beast at the 7th Sky whose speed was peak tier. Would it be 

that simple to beat? 

Under Zhao Feng’s control, the Azure Sharp Swallow flickered through the air time after time and flew in 

mysterious routes, forcing Grey Cat Eagle back. 

The spectators nearby were all shocked as they started to discuss. 

“Could this brat be a rare beast tamer?” 

“Beast tamer are a rare and very welcomed occupation in the Canopy Great Country.” 

At this moment. 

Zhao Feng was the safest of the lot. All he needed to do was use his mental energy to control the Azure 

Sharp Swallow. 

“The Azure Sharp Swallow’s speed and offense is perfect. It’s only weakness is defense but under my 

control....” 

A smile curled on Zhao Feng’s lips. 

His God’s Spiritual Eye could see the flaws of Grey Cat Eagle, hence giving the Azure Sharp Swallow the 

advantage. 

On the other side. 

Uncle Liu and Qi Jiu fought together and the former scanned across Liu Tingyu and company. 

In reality, he had held back a bit to give Liu Tingyu and Lin Dong a chance for real battle experience. 

Liu Tingyu didn’t disappoint; she was clever and had great battle prowess, she was able to easily take on 

someone at the 7th Sky and even gain the slight upper hand. 

As for Lin Dong who was in stalemate, he could barely take on the 7th Sky but this wasn’t considered 

bad. 

However. 

What made him most unexpected was Zhao Feng. 



This azure haired youth who came from outside regions could use his flying beast alone to suppress Grey 

Cat Eagle. 

After all, other than Qi Jiu, Grey Cat Eagle’s strength was the strongest. 

“Hmm? This is mental energy. He’s using a secret technique to control the Azure Sharp Swallow. Could it 

be.... That he’s really a beast tamer?” 

Uncle Liu could feel the wave of mental energy from Zhao Feng. 

Beast tamer was a rare occupation that could turn wild beasts into pets. Those who had extraordinary 

mental energy had a great advantage in this path. 

And in reality. 

Zhao Feng had many chances where he could control the Azure Sharp Swallow to finish the fight, but he 

wanted to understand the Liu family’s strength. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat sat on his shoulder and waved its paws, cheering for them. 

Zhao Feng nodded his head and smiled meekly, almost clapping. 

This scene caused Grey Cat Eagle and company almost to explode from anger. 

Uncle Liu was dazed - it seemed that the cat and human were just watching a show. 

“Hahaha, is the little thieving cat cheering for me?” 

Liu Tingyu was full of joy and tried even harder, forcing her opponent to retreat. 

She didn’t see the little thieving cat’s playful expression. 

“Fuck this cat and human. They’re just watching the show and not doing anything.” 

Lin Dong was furious but there was nothing he could do. He already had a bad opinion of Zhao Feng. 

He could barely hold the 7th Sky person back. If Zhao Feng helped him, they could at least turn the 

situation around. 

But the two didn’t show any signs of participating. 

The battle had gone on for a while and Lin Dong was unable to hold on. 

“It’s about time.” 

Uncle Liu nodded his head and his Qi of half step True Spirit suddenly rose as he started 

counterattacking. 

Afterall, he was an Elder of the family and 30-40% of his True Force had been converted to the Qi of half 

step True Spirit. He instantly pushed back Qi Jiu and gained the upper hand. 

However, Qi Jiu was stronger than he had expected and a layer of ice armor appeared on his body. 



Furthermore. 

Bloodline power surged from Qi Jiu and the area nearby turned into ice. 

“Shit, this Qi Jiu had bloodline power.” 

Uncle Liu was stunned. 

The situation right now wasn’t good. 

He originally thought that he could control the situation easily but didn’t expect Qi Jiu to be so 

troublesome. 

At this time. 

Zhao Feng nodded his head: “Hehe, little thieving cat, it’s time for you to shine.” 

“Miao miao!” 

The little thieving cat shook its head unwillingly. 

Before it could react Zhao Feng picked it up by its ears and threw it towards the Grey Cat Eagle. 

What the heck? 

The Grey Cat Eagle was fighting the Azure Sharp Swallow and saw that the little thieving cat was being 

thrown towards him like a ball. 

A cold light flashed in his eyes as he stabbed out towards the little thieving cat. 

Shua! 

THe little thieving cat suddenly disappeared from his sight. 

Before he could react a cat paw had slashed over his throat. 

Plop! 

The throat of the Grey Cat Eagle burst open and blood poured down onto the ground. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat reappeared. 

“This cat knows how to turn invisible!” 

“This cat is extremely crafty. It killed the Grey Cat Eagle in one move.” 

The expressions of the spectators nearby changed. 

The little thieving cat was obviously not a normal pet. 

After the Grey Cat Eagle was killed, the battle turned one sided. 

Qi Jiu looked deeply towards Zhao Feng before leaving. 



Uncle Liu let out a breath and wiped his cold sweat. He had almost failed to control the situation just 

then. 

His eyes soon turned towards Zhao Feng and said cautiously: “May I ask this little friend, are you a rare 

beast tamer?” 

Beast tamer? 

Zhao Feng could feel the expectation and respect within Uncle Liu’s eyes. 

“Yeah... that’s right. I’m a beast tamer.” 

Zhao Feng’s thoughts spun as he nodded his head. 

Chapter 255 - Flooding Lake City 

“.... That’s right. I’m a beast tamer.” 

Zhao Feng replied casually as he shamelessly took this title. 

Uncle Liu and the present crowd had already believed to an 80-90% extent that he was a beast tamer. 

Afterall, they had seen Zhao Feng personally control the Azure Sharp Swallow and suppress Grey Cat 

Eagle who was at 7th Sky. 

Suspicion rose within the youth in black, Lin Dong, “This countryside brat had suddenly become a 

respectable beast tamer... that’s way too unbelievable...” 

Canopy Great Country was enormous and thus, large numbers of flying beasts were required. 

No matter how fast a person was, even an expert at True Spirit Realm would be fatigued after a journey 

ranging tens of thousands of miles long. 

Hence, every expert had a flying pet. The golden robed person before had a Four Winged Flying Cloud 

Leopard which could be used in both combat and travel. 

How tiring and depressing would it be to walk tens of thousands of miles? 

All in all. 

Flying pets were rare in Canopy Great Country and were fought over in some places. 

This meant that beast tamers were extremely welcomed in Canopy Great Country, however, it was 

unfortunate that the people with this occupation was too low - even fewer than array creators and pill 

makers. 

Hence, when Zhao Feng confirmed that he was a beast tamer, Uncle Liu’s eyes gleamed with 

excitement. 

“So you’re a beast tamer. No wonder you have such a smart and adorable pet.” 

Liu TIngyu’s pair of glistening eyes gazed admiringly towards Zhao Feng. 

Of the three, only Lin Dong’s expression was dim and suspicious. 



In a normal situation, he too would have believed it, but due to the fact that he disliked Zhao Feng, he 

couldn’t accept this ‘reality’. 

“Uncle Liu, Sister Ting, I’ve never heard of such a young beast tamer---” 

Lin Dong asked in a manner which was against Zhao Feng. 

“Dong’er, don’t be disrespectful.” 

Uncle Liu scolded and interrupted Lin Dong in the middle of his sentence. 

Small families didn’t have beast tamer’s and were extremely hard to find. 

For example, the Overlooking Mist Liu family had a few beginner beast tamers that took care of the food 

and the healing of their pets, but it was extremely hard for them to tame Yao beasts. 

The Overlooking Mist Liu family once had a professional beast tamer but he didn’t stay long and was 

soon hired by other families. 

“I don’t need prove my identity to anyone.” 

Zhao Feng glanced towards Lin Dong, his words full of confidence. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat nodded on the side and waved its paws, as if saying its owner was right. 

Seeing this, Uncle Liu and Liu Tingyu believed it to an even greater extent. 

Lin Dong was still slightly suspicious but he didn’t dare retort. 

If Zhao Feng wasn’t a beast tamer, how could he own an Azure Sharp Swallow with his measly 6th Sky 

cultivation. 

“Beast tamer big brother, is our deal from before still valid?” 

Slyness flashed in Liu TIngyu’s eyes. 

Uncle Liu smiled, “According to the deal from before if the little thieving cat chooses to go with us, you 

won’t stop it?” 

“Of course the deal is still valid. But it’s not easy to take a pet away from a beast tamer.” 

Zhao Feng smiled faintly. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat pounced on Zhao Feng’s shoulder as it wagged its tail, declining Liu Tingyu’s luring 

offers with a proud face. 

This result didn’t surprise Uncle Liu. 

If the little thieving cat could be so easily taken away from Zhao Feng, then the latter would tarnish the 

title of beast tamer. 



Uncle Liu sighed and suggested, “How about this? Give Ting’er a hundred days time. Furthermore, 

you’re a beast tamer. I don’t think you would use other methods in this process.” 

“Of course I wouldn’t, but a hundred days time....” 

Zhao Feng purposely hesitated. 

Up to now, only half his task had been completed. 

“Hehe, isn’t little friend finding a girl of the Liu family? Our destination is one of the seven Side families, 

the Liu family of the Flooding Lake City.” 

Uncle Liu laughed and said. 

Flooding Lake City Liu family. 

Zhao Feng’s heart leapt - he had finally found a chance to encounter the higher echelons of the Liu 

family. 

“The Flooding Lake City Liu family is a powerful force. When we reach there, it’ll be much easier for little 

friend to find that person. From what I know, the Flooding Lake City Liu family has a more complete 

family tree which would make it easier for you to find that person.” 

Uncle Liu continued as he saw that Zhao Feng was slightly moved. 

Uncle Liu already knew that Zhao Feng was looking for someone on the Crossing sky ship. 

“Ok.” 

Zhao Feng nodded his head. 

Great! 

Liu Tingyu couldn’t help but jump with joy and started to play with the little thieving cat. 

Uncle Liu let out a breath. If he could create a relationship with a beast tamer who had potential, it 

would be great for the Overlooking Mist Liu family. 

They didn’t realise that as Zhao Feng and the little thieving cat looked towards each other, smugness 

could be seen in their eyes. 

From the moment Zhao Feng took on the title of beast tamer, he had wanted to use this identity to go 

down the trail of Uncle Liu and company. 

What made Zhao Feng even more blessed was that they had the chance to enter one of the seven Side 

families of the Liu family; this was a massive help for him to find the person. 

Because of this, Zhao Feng gave the little thieving cat a hundred low grade primal crystal stones for its 

help. 

If it wasn’t for the little thieving cat, Zhao Feng probably wouldn’t have been able to encounter the Liu 

family so easily, interacting with them would only cause suspicions. 



At the same time, Zhao Feng complained in his heart, “Master, the information you’ve given me is far 

too little. There’s several hundred families with the Liu name and there are also countless people named 

Liu Qinxin.” 

In reality, Zhao Feng had wrongly blamed First Elder. 

First Elder had never been to the Canopy Great Country and didn’t even know much personal 

information about ‘that person’. The relationship between them had also happened a long time ago. 

First Elder’s true aim was to preserve Zhao Feng and guarantee his safety. The former didn’t have too 

much hope about the situation within the Thirteen Countries. 

After crossing the River of Rage, Zhao Feng and Uncle Liu and company had officially banded together. 

Although Uncle Liu was an Elder of a Branch family, he hadn’t crossed the River of Rage a large number 

of times. 

“Every five years, the Overlooking Mist Province Liu family would recommend a genius or two to the 

Side family....” 

Uncle Liu didn’t hide the process. 

Zhao Feng revealed a look of understanding. These ‘recommendations’ were like the one he had gotten 

in the Green Leaf Village. 

Back then, he and Zhao Xue had been recommended to the Zhao family of the Sun Feather City but they 

had walked down different paths. 

Liu Tingyu and Lin Dong were both recommended to the higher levels. How similar were they to Zhao 

Feng? 

Additionally, Zhao Feng could tell that Liu Tingyu’s talent was far above Lin Dong’s, meaning that the 

lives of the two would be totally different even though Lin Dong’s talent wasn’t bad, it was only 

comparable to Yang Gan. 

Pa! 

Uncle Liu lightly slapped his spiritual pet bag and a large eagle, whose wingspan was close to ten yards, 

had appeared. 

Zhao Feng did not possess a spiritual pet bag, hence he could only be envious. 

“Come up.” 

Uncle Liu petted the eagle and let the group on. 

In terms of cultivation, this green eagle had reached the 7th Sky, but in terms of speed and rarity, it 

wasn’t as good as Zhao Feng’s Azure Sharp Swallow. 

However, its body size was better and could therefore carry more people. In this regard, it had an 

advantage over the Azure Sharp Swallow. 



The Flooding Lake City Liu family wasn’t too far away from the River of Rage. The distance was around 

half of the Cloud Country. 

On the way, the rushing streams and mountains caused Zhao Feng’s eyesvto widen. 

The Heaven Earth Yuan Qi here was much denser in comparison to the mortal world, one in ten people 

were already at Ascended Realm. 

In the sky, there would occasionally be flying beasts and figures of some experts at True Spirit Realm. 

Uncle Liu didn’t find it unusual. 

Normal experts at True Human Rank could be seen everywhere. 

Only those above True Human Rank were rare. 

True Lord Rank could flip the clouds with their hands and were all dominant figures. 

Several days later. 

The green eagle entered an area with a lake. 

The Flooding Lake was slightly famous in Canopy Great Country. There were a few dozens factions and 

families here that were highly ranked. 

Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye scanned across this area and found that the Heaven Earth Yuan Qi was 

even purer and the chances of precious resources appearing was even higher. 

“In the Flooding Lake City, the Liu Side family is one of the three strongest forces. The Flooding Lake City 

is straight ahead.” 

Uncle Liu had been here several times before and explained to Zhao Feng. 

In reality, Zhao Feng’s God’s Spiritual Eye had already seen the Flooding Lake City ahead. He had even 

seen the structure of it. 

The entire Flooding Lake formed a heart shape. 

The part curved inwards was almost at the centre of the lake. 

The Flooding Lake City was at the centre of the island. 

The instant the green eagle flew into the Flooding Lake City, Uncle Liu and company became quiet and 

cautious. 

There were occasional powerful aura belonging to those at the half-step True Spirit Realm or True 

Human Rank that flew by on top of the Flooding Lake City. 

With his God’s Spiritual Eye, Zhao Feng couldn’t help but inspect and compare this bustling place with 

the Thirteen Countries. The latter was indeed just a countryside. 

The Flooding Lake Liu family was located in the East side of the City and was in charge of a large amount 

of land. 



There was a rule to entering the Flooding Lake City: Large flying beasts had to be kept inside the Spiritual 

Pet Bag’s. They weren’t allowed inside the city. 

Uncle Liu silently put the eagle away and descended onto the ground, advancing towards the city. 

Zhao Feng was slightly depressed - he didn’t have a Spiritual Pet Bag nor could he afford one. 

“Stop.” 

A few guards flew over and intercepted Zhao Feng. 

His Azure Sharp Swallow was considered a large flying pet since it was several yards long and would 

disturb others inside. 

There were many guards in the air sitting on flying beasts, their strengths ranging from the 5th to the 

7th Sky with the leaders reaching the half-step True Spirit Realm. 

Zhao Feng had two choices: 

Leave the Azure Sharp Swallow outside. 

But this choice meant that other experts would be able to steal it. 

2. Give up on going inside the city. 

Chapter 256 - Behave 

Zhao Feng sighed - it was his first time here and he didn’t know anything nor was he familiar with the 

lands. Hence he could only leave the Azure Sharp Swallow outside. 

He decided to leave the Azure Sharp Swallow in midair and could only keep watch on it with his God’s 

Spiritual Eye. 

Right at this time Uncle Liu spoke, “My esteemed Sirs, according to the rules of each city, Beast Tamers 

are allowed to take their pets inside the city.” 

In any world, regardless of how strict the rules were, there would always be a small number of people 

with special authority. 

For example, when one reached the True Lord Rank, if they wanted to ride into the city with their pets, 

no one could stop them. The rules were worthless to them. 

Beast Tamers were also a special group of people as they were extremely low in numbers within Canopy 

Great Country. 

Furthermore, Beast Tamers usually had more beasts and the number of Spiritual Pet Bags might not be 

enough. 

Therefore, every city would take care of them. 

“Beast Tamer?” 

The leading guard at half-step True Spirit Realm and looked suspiciously towards Zhao Feng. The other 

guards didn’t believe him as well. 



The Flooding Lake City was an enormous city in Canopy Great Country and there were obviously many 

Beast Tamers within the city, but these Beast Tamers all had some fame and the guards recognised 

them. 

The one-eyed azure haired youth in front of them looked wicked and evil - no matter how you looked at 

it, he didn’t seem like a Beast Tamer. 

“Haha, when did the Flooding Lake area have a youth Beast Tamer? This one would like to learn a bit.” 

A enthused laugh sounded. 

As the sentence finished a purple armoured youth riding a two-headed red bird flew over. 

“Young Master Liu.” 

“Leader Liu.” 

The guards all greeted this newcomer with respectful expressions. 

This purple-armoured youth was also at half-step True Spirit Realm, but his aura was even stronger than 

Uncle Liu’s. 

“His Qi of True Spirit has reached 60%.” 

Zhao Feng was slightly moved. 

It was Uncle Liu who immediately recognised this youth, “Young master Liu.” 

The purple armoured youth inspected Uncle Liu and felt that they were slightly familiar, “You’re..” 

Uncle Liu immediately told him their identity. 

“Ohh, so it’s the branch family from the Overlooking Mist Liu family.... I almost forgot about it. It’s the 

time of the year for the branch family’s to send their recommendations in.” 

Young master Liu Yuan finally remembered. 

In the past, when Uncle Liu had sent over the branch family disciples to the Flooding Lake Liu family, he 

had seen this young master. 

Through the introductions, Zhao Feng found out that this young master Liu Yuan was the stepson of the 

Head of the Liu family and was outstanding in the younger generation. 

“This is Zhao Feng, a Beast Tamer I just met who came with us to the Flooding Lake City...” 

Uncle Liu introduced Zhao Feng. 

Young master Liu Yuan faintly nodded his head, not placing much importance on Zhao Feng being a 

Beast Tamer. 

In this era, Beast Tamers were extremely welcomed and there were cases of people pretending to be 

one. 



“It’s my honor to meet such a young Beast Tamer. Coincidentally my two headed Flaming Rage Bird’s 

attitude seems to be very chaotic. Could Beast Tamer Zhao help a bit or two?” 

As soon as Liu Yuan’s words finished the two headed Flaming Rage Bird below him screeched and a 

wave of flames appeared. 

Liu Yuan was ‘forced’ off the two headed Flaming Rage Bird’s back. 

Zhao Feng laughed coldly in his heart. This Liu Yuan was an actor that had purposely enraged the two 

headed Flaming Rage Bird in order to cause him trouble. 

Everyone could see that the timing of the birds enraging moment was too coincidental. 

Uncle Liu and company wanted to say something but stopped themselves. 

Afterall, if Zhao Feng was a true Beast Tamer, such everyday problems like this should be solvable. 

Furthermore, they wanted to see Zhao Feng’s Beast Taming powers. 

“Sure. However... I’m not doing it for free.” 

Zhao Feng said calmly as he glanced at the enraged bird. 

A reward? 

Everyone paused. This Zhao Feng wasn’t easy to treat but true Beast Tamers weren’t either. 

“As long as you can make my little red flames calm down, I can satisfy any requirement.” 

Liu Yuan said confidently. 

Zhao Feng immediately asked Liu Yuan to help find a girl of the Liu family. 

“No problem.” 

Liu Yuan said without hesitation. 

His little red flames had become angry by his will. If Zhao Feng could truly calm it down, it would display 

his true skills. 

Furthermore, a Beast Tamer was someone that even the Flooding Lake Liu family needed to build a good 

relationship with. Normal requirements could be easily satisfied. 

Zhao Feng nodded his head and slowly walked towards the two headed Flaming Rage Bird. 

The two headed Flaming Rage Bird flapped its wings and the wall of flames rose, as if showing off to 

Zhao Feng. 

“Behave... behave....” 

Zhao Feng smiled and reached out with a finger and rotated it in circles. 

At the same moment he walked slowly towards the two headed Flaming Rage Bird. 

Miao miao! 



The little thieving cat also appeared on Zhao Feng’s shoulder and bared its teeth towards the two-

headed Flaming Rage Bird. 

The latter stiffened and didn’t move. 

Zhao Feng’s finger that was drawing circles seemed to contain a mysterious power that could calm 

people down. The little thieving cat’s actions also seemed to have some effect. 

The human and cat arrived safely in front of the two-headed Flaming Rage Bird. 

“Behave... behave...” 

Zhao Feng reached out and petted the two-headed Flaming Rage Bird’s head. 

This scene stunned everyone nearby. 

In front of the two-headed Flaming Rage Bird, Zhao Feng’s figure was like a dwarf compared to it. 

But he had used such a simple tactic to calm the bird down and the latter was extremely quiet. 

Liu Yuan was shocked and immediately whistled, but the two headed Flaming Rage Bird only trembled 

slightly and didn’t have any obvious reaction. 

At this time Zhao Feng had stood on top of the bird. 

“No one can ever stand safely on little red flames back without my allowance. Only Beast Tamers might 

be able to.” 

When Zhao Feng and the little thieving cat both stood on to of the two headed Flaming Rage Bird Liu 

Yuan found that his little red flames was trembling. 

“Miao... miao....” 

The little thieving cat copied Zhao Feng’s action, patting its paw on the little red flames’ head, as if 

saying, “Behave.” 

Liu Yuan, Uncle Liu and company all had bright expressions. 

This was especially so for Liu Yuan as his face twitched. His little red flames had a fiery temper and had 

never been so humiliated. 

That little cat dared to play with little red flames. 

Although Liu Yuan was slightly angered he was still polite, “Master Zhao is indeed able to interact with 

animals. This one will satisfy your requirement when I return to the family.” 

“En.” 

Zhao Feng nodded his head slightly like a true Beast Tamer. 

The more he acted in this manner, the more Liu Yuan and company had to be careful. A Beast Tamer 

wasn’t easy to find even for the Flooding Lake Liu family. 

After. 



With Liu Yuan leading, everyone passed smoothly and no one stopped Zhao Feng from taking his Azure 

Sharp Swallow. 

When his title of “Beast Tamer” was recognised, he could use this privilege. 

Beast Tamers could not only control their own pets, even the pets of others nearby would be unusually 

quiet. 

Soon. 

Zhao Feng and company entered the Flooding Lake Liu family as guests. 

It was Uncle Liu and company who received better treatment due to Zhao Feng. 

The Flooding Lake Liu family had even sent an Elder at True Spirit Realm to serve Zhao Feng. 

This Elder greeted Zhao Feng and promised to give the “1st tier treatment ‘ to Zhao Feng. 

“1st tier treatment’ was almost the treatment Glorious Elders received. 

Glorious Elders usually needed to be at the True Spirit Realm to receive this ‘1st tier treatment.” 

“Can you give me some time to consider?” 

Zhao Feng nodded his head faintly but didn’t immediately agree. 

His most important task right now was to complete his Master’s mission. 

He also remembered that this person would help organise him when they received the letter. 

But if First Elder was to know that Zhao Feng had the potential to become a Tier 1 Guest of a major 

family in Canopy Great Country, he would probably tell him to immediately agree and not to send some 

letter. 

First Elder’s intention was to settle Zhao Feng in Canopy Great Country and that letter was just a 

connection. 

However. 

Becoming a Tier 1 Guest had even better treatment that Core disciples. 

Zhao Feng didn’t even need connections - his fake Beast Tamer title’s welcoming had far exceeded 

expectations. This was something Zhao Feng hadn’t believed. 

But obviously. 

Zhao Feng didn’t know his Master’s true intentions and only had the thought of sending the letter to the 

true owner. 

“This is a “Flooding Liu Token”. With this, Brother Zhao can enter the territory of the Flooding Lake Liu 

family without restrictions.” 

The Elder at the True Spirit Realm wasn’t surprised nor unhappy. Instead, he gave Zhao Feng a token. 

Flooding Liu Token? 



Uncle Liu couldn’t help but reveal an envious look. Beast Tamers were far too rare in Canopy Great 

Country and were occupations which forces fought over. 

This Flooding Liu Token represented Zhao Feng’s noble guest identity. 

With this token Zhao Feng’s actions in the Flooding Lake area would be far smoother. 

Only when Zhao Feng’s discussion had finished was it Uncle Liu and company’s turn. 

“You two come over and test your talent.” 

The Elder scanned Liu Tingyu and Liu Dong faintly and said indifferently. 

“Ting’er, go!” 

Uncle Liu was full of expectation and nervousness. 

The True Spirit Realm Elder didn’t take out any testing items. Instead, he closed his eyes and felt Liu 

Tingyu’s pulse. 

“Bloodline inheritance, this is the bloodline of our Liu family ancestor!” 

The Elder exclaimed. 

A faint green coloured blood appeared on Liu Tingyu’s skin like emerald. 

Bloodlines were rare even in Canopy Great Country. Furthermore, Liu Tingyu’s bloodline was the of the 

Liu family ancestors. 

This disturbed the upper echelons of the Liu family. 

Liu Tingyu and Liu Dong had succeeded in entering the Flooding Lake Liu family and had the opportunity 

to turn from carps into fish. 

Witnessing this scene, Zhao Feng remembered when he and Zhao Xue had entered the Zhao family. 

That night. 

Zhao Feng stayed in a guest room within the Liu family. 

Liu Yuan also handed over a booklet over to Zhao Feng containing list after list of information. 

The names on the booklet were all “Liu Qinxin.” 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but admire Liu Yuan’s efficiency rate. 

“Oh yeah, I forgot to tell Master Zhao that the daughter of the Flooding Lake City Lord is also named Liu 

Qinxin.” 

Liu Yuan said after being hesitant for a period of time. 

“Oh.” 

Zhao Feng didn’t pay much attention to it as there were far too many people with the same name. 



“The key point is that this Liu Qinxin is finding a husband through sparring.” 

Liu Yuan continued as sweat appeared on his head. 
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Finding a husband through sparring? 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but shake his head speechlessly. 

Canopy Great Country was enormous and the number of people named Liu Qinxin wasn’t low in 

number. 

It was only a coincident that a person named “Liu Qinxin” was finding a husband through sparring. 

“How old is the daughter of the City Lord and what’s her cultivation like?” 

Although Zhao Feng thought the likelihood of her being the person he was looking for was low, he still 

asked for assurance. 

According to logic, the receiver’s cultivation and age would be around the same as First Elder’s. 

But nothing was certain. 

Once someone entered True Spirit Realm, their ages couldn’t be calculated. Those over a hundred could 

look like twenty or so. 

At the same time, there were geniuses who had entered True Spirit Realm at the age of twenty. 

As long as one entered the True Spirit Realm, regardless of age, they would become people on the same 

level who had the possibility to get to know each other. 

Hence, this left Zhao Feng with two restrictions in the list: 

The person’s cultivation wasn’t too far away from First Elder’s. At least, it was not much lower than his. 

Their ages wouldn’t be too distant and to make sure no one was skipped, they had to be over twenty. 

There were a few more requirements such as travel hobbies. 

The distance from Canopy Great Country to the Thirteen Countries was extremely far and only those 

who liked to travel would leave a Great Country in order to go a inferior place such as the Thirteen 

Countries. 

“The daughter of the City Lord is extremely mysterious and likes to spend most of her time travelling. 

Her cultivation should have reached half-step True Spirit Realm. She’s not too old, probably younger 

than twenty. As for her looks, some say she’s a beauty while others say she’s hideous....” 

Liu Yuan said uncertainly. 

“The Flooding Lake City Lord is also of the Liu family. Why is it that you don’t even know her age or 

looks?” 

Zhao Feng felt that this was unusual. 



According to his requirements, this Liu Qinxin could be the person he was looking for. 

Liu Yuan smiled bitterly, “Not only is the daughter of the City Lord is mysterious, even her mother is 

veiled in mystery. She and the Ciy Lord had only spent a short period of time together before 

disappearing. However, the City Lord still hasn’t forgotten her, choosing not to wed ever since.” 

Zhao Feng’s eyebrows furrowed; the daughter of the City Lord was too mysterious. The information 

about her wasn’t accurate at all. 

“The battles to decide the fiance are only a couple days away. If Master Zhao is interested, you can enter 

as well. As long as one’s age doesn’t surpass 25 and has the capabilities to defeat her, they can become 

the son-in-law of the City Lord.” 

Liu Yuan said in a probing tone. 

Zhao Feng shook his head. Battles to decide the fiance? He wasn’t interested in the slightest. 

However, he had thought of meeting this girl. Afterall, she was still on the list and couldn’t be dismissed. 

Next. 

Zhao Feng perused through the booklet. 

Every person on the booklet was named Liu Qinxin and they ranged from teenagers to those over a 

hundred. 

All of these people had come from the Liu family but had all walked onto different paths in life. 

Under the restrictions, Zhao Feng began inspecting the list and ended up with only ten that fitted the 

requirements. 

Of these ten, only two had reached True Spirit Realm, and the others were all at the half step True Spirit 

Realm. 

“These two are indeed unusual. One’s an Elder of the Qin Sword Palace, and the others an Empress.” 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but take a cold breath. 

One Emperor, Three Sects, Four Families. 

The Qin Sword Palace Elder and the Empress were both from one of the eight great forces. 

Furthermore, their ages and cultivation all suited the requirements. 

Hu~ 

Zhao Feng let out a breath as he massaged his temples. 

His mission had finally found its way. 

Apart from Goddess Qin of the Qin Sword Palace and Empress Qin, it wasn’t too hard to see the others. 

Zhao Feng recorded the list and information into his mind and went to rest. 



His cultivation hadn’t grown much on the journey from the Thirteen Countries to Canopy Great Country, 

but his foundation was extremely stable. 

The late stages of the 7th Sky were extremely hard to reach and every step required countless effort and 

price. 

Back at the Alliance Banquet Zhao Feng would’ve taken at least two to three years to reach the 7th Sky 

under normal circumstances if he hadn’t eaten the Shedding Spiritual Pill. 

After breaking the Ghost Mark Zhao Feng’s cultivation had dropped to the 6th Sky but he didn’t regret it. 

Now. 

Zhao Feng had reached the holy cultivation lands of a Great Country. The Heaven Earth Yuan Qi and 

resources were far better and thus, his cultivation speed would definitely exceed the Thirteen Countries. 

After cultivating quietly for the night. 

The second day. 

Zhao Feng first went to greet Uncle Liu and company. Uncle Liu began to depart as he wore a red face. 

After all, there was a prodigy was from his branch family. 

Liu Tingyu was still immersed by the little thieving cat and continued to play with it. 

“This old one will be leaving soon. I hope Master Zhao can look after Ting’er and Dong’er.” 

Uncle Liu handed Zhao Feng a faint silver bag before he left. 

This? 

Zhao Feng was slightly surprised - it was a Spiritual Peg Bag worth at least a hundred thousand low grade 

Primal Crystal Stones. 

“This is just a little gratitude, it isn’t much.” 

Uncle Liu smiled. 

Although a hundred thousand low grade Primal Crystal Stones was a large sum, it wasn’t much for a 

family. 

Uncle Liu had calculated that Zhao Feng urgently needed a Spiritual Pet Bag as it would be troublesome 

with his Azure Sharp Swallow. 

“Thank you Uncle Liu.” 

Zhao Feng accepted the Spiritual Pet Bag. He couldn’t afford a Spiritual Pet Bag as of present. 

When he witnessed Zhao Feng accept the bag, Uncle Liu left. 

Beast Tamers were welcomed everywhere and were people that families and factions fought over. 

If Zhao Feng stayed in the Flooding Lake City, he would definitely be treated as a guest of the Liu family 

and would be able to take care of Liu Ting’er and Liu Dong. 



Zhao Feng understood Uncle Liu’s intent as he inspected this Spiritual Pet Bag. 

Spiritual Pet Bags could store beasts within and was done so by using a high skilled array. 

The difference between the interspatial bracelet and the spiritual pet bag was that the latter could store 

‘live items’ and had certain interactions with the Yuan Qi outside. 

But the disadvantage was also obvious. Because the dimension with in Spiritual Pet Bags were large, it 

wasn’t stable and was usually only able to be used for 10 years. 

Zhao Feng’s interspatial bracelet only had a metre cubed space inside but the dimension was extremely 

stable. It could be used for hundreds of years of even thousands of years without collapsing. 

As for why the little thieving cat could stay inside the interspatial bracelet for such a long time and enter 

and exit it as it pleased? Zhao Feng didn’t know why. 

As he now had a Spiritual Pet Bag, Zhao Feng put the Azure Sharp Swallow within and the little thieving 

cat also moved ‘houses.’ 

Apart from bringing some primal crystal stones and colorful stones the little thieving cat carried the flask 

of alcohol which was even bigger than itself. 

This was taken from the Hundred Graves Forbidden Ground and could create wine by itself. 

Since Zhao Feng didn’t drink much all of it went to the little thieving cat. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat snuggled against Zhao Feng’s face before jumping excitedly into the Spiritual Pet 

Bag. 

The Spiritual Pet Bag had a radius of tens of yards. 

The Azure Sharp Swallow and little thieving cat got along well but the former seemed to be fearful of the 

latter. 

After the pets settled. 

Zhao Feng walked out by himself. With the Floating Liu Token in his hands, there wouldn’t be any 

restrictions for him inside the Liu family’s territory. 

As a guest, Zhao Feng’s actions instantly raised the attention of the Liu family. They sent people to lead 

him around and guards to protect him in secret. 

The treatment and care was perfect. 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but sigh. If it weren’t for the letter he had to send, he wouldn’t mind staying in 

the Floating Lake City for a while. 

“Master Zhao, are you going to participate in the fiancée battle?” 

The person leading the way was Liu Yuan. 



The latter knew Zhao Feng’s intent. The young mistress was called Liu Qinxin and was extremely 

mysterious. Zhao Feng was definitely focused on her. 

“Not participating, only spectating.” 

Zhao Feng was somewhat speechless. 

Liu Yuan smiled and didn’t speak as he led the way. 

About half the time it took tea to be made. 

In front of the City Lord’s Mansion was a stage with a red gold array spanning a hundred to two hundred 

yards in area. 

Next to the stage were mountains of people, shouting and cheering. 

“There are a total of seven days to fight for the fiancée, and this is the last day. In the entire Flooding 

Lake City, no male is her match.” 

“Young mistress Liu is indeed great. Almost no one is able to block three moves in total.” 

Discussion was bustling in front of the City Lord’s Mansion. 

At this time. 

The mysterious daughter of the City Lord stood on the stage covered in a white dress. She was like a 

Goddess. Just her figure alone gave everyone countless thoughts. 

She wore a hijab, revealing only her watery eyes and gave the crowd a quiet and calm feeling. 

Although they couldn’t see her appearance, her aura alone made the hearts of the crowd thump. 

In terms of aura alone, none of the women Zhao Feng knew could be compared to use this one. 

Instinctively, Zhao Feng used his God’s Spiritual Eye to look at her face. Although he didn’t open his 

bloodline power, it could still penetrate through a small section. 

But what made Zhao Feng shocked was that the hijab the daughter of the City Lord wore seemed to 

contain a mysterious power which made his abilities fail. 

Furthermore, Liu Qinxin seemed to sense something. No matter how fast he reacted, the daughter of 

the City Lord’s eyes still landed on him. 

After all, Zhao Feng’s one eyed azure haired appearance was extremely outstanding. 

Because Liu Yuan was leading the way, Zhao Feng immediately walked straight onto the City Lord’s sides 

spectating stage. 

“This one greets Uncle Liu.” 

Liu Yuan was the stepson of the Head of the Liu family and went to greet the City Lord while introducing 

Zhao Feng. 

“En.” 



The City Lord nodded his head faintly and glanced at Zhao Feng. 

The latter immediately felt a pressure comparable to Mount Tai. crush upon him. A casual glance from 

the City Lord had almost shattered his True Force. 

“This Flooding Lake City Lord has at least reached the True Mystic Realm or maybe even higher. It’s 

certain that no one in the Thirteen Countries is his match.” 

Zhao Feng took a deep breath and calmly bowed towards the City Lord. 

The City Lord’s face was written with praise, “Mortals say that through youths come heroes. Such young 

Beast Tamers are indeed rare.” 

Zhao Feng could only reply respectfully. 

He was sure that the City Lord had seen that his mental energy source was far greater than others and 

even his bloodline power might have been detected. 

“Hehe, you’re definitely here for the fiancée battles right?” 

The Flooding Lake City Lord was full of smiles. 

Zhao Feng immediately hiccupped and almost fell over. 
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“.....You’re definitely here for the fiancée battles right?” 

The Flooding Lake City Lord was full of smiles which made Zhao Feng’s heart skip a beat. What he was 

scared of came. 

Presently, the City Lord ‘was certain’ that Zhao Feng was here to participate in the fiancée battles but if 

Zhao Feng rejected, that would be giving the City Lord zero face in front of everyone. 

In the Flooding Lake Liu family, the City Lord was definitely one of the most powerful people and had 

even surpassed the Head of the Liu family. 

The City Lord was usually an expert from the Liu family who had the ability to rule this area. After all, 

there were many forces in the Flooding Lake area with two forces just below that of the Liu family’s. 

“Hehe. Uncle Liu’s eyes are indeed sharp. Brother Zhao is indeed interested.” 

Liu Yuan signalled to Zhao Feng for his eyes. 

No one dared to not give face to the City Lord on such a big occasion. Doing so would be the same as 

offending the whole Flooding Lake Liu family. 

Zhao Feng swore in his heart. He had the feeling he had been schemed against but all he could do at this 

moment was faintly nod his head, “I am indeed slightly interested but all I wanted to do is see what she 

looks like. As for the battles, this junior doesn’t dare participate.” 

He gave face to the City Lord by saying that all he wanted was to see her looks. 

Furthermore his last sentence gave him a step back. 



“I felt that we would get along the second we met. This is the last day, you’re going on to fight after, 

ok?” 

The City Lord smiled and asked. 

Hearing this, Zhao Feng almost fainted. 

Why doesn’t this Flooding Lake City Lord let him go? 

Liu Yuan laughed in his heart and led Zhao Feng into the spectating stands. 

In the spectating stands Zhao Feng’s face was slightly unnatural. 

And on the other side, the Flooding Lake City Lord had a playful smile on his lips, “To be able to become 

a Beast Tamer at such a young age and possess a large source of mental energy as well as the aura of an 

Ancient Bloodline that’s even stronger than our Liu family’s.... How could I let such a genius pass by?” 

That was it. 

Ever since he saw Zhao Feng, the City Lord had discovered his potential. 

The City Lord’s cultivation was immeasurable and had a bloodline himself therefore he could sense Zhao 

Feng’s bloodline without the latter noticing. 

In Canopy Great Country, almost every big family had bloodlines. and to preserve these bloodlines, most 

would choose people with bloodlines. 

Those with bloodlines were’ nobles’ that surpassed normal people due to their bloodlines. 

And nobles obviously married nobles. 

Being someone who had a bloodline inheritance and had a large source of mental energy at such a 

young age, the City Lord had his eyes set on this Beast Tamer. 

Poor Zhao Feng was extremely frustrated while sitting in the spectator stands. 

With his intelligence. he almost understood why. 

“This Flooding Lake City Lord shouldn’t be forcing me to marry his daughter right?” 

Zhao Feng thought in his heart but thinking about it, why not plan a plan for this plan? 

His purpose was to find out whether the daughter of the City Lord was the person he was looking for or 

not, and with Zhao Feng’s 6th Sky cultivation he probably wouldn’t be her match. If he lost, he would 

have no chance in becoming the future husband.” 

Thinking up to here Zhao Feng felt better. 

Right at this point in time. 

A bulky male with red hair stepped onto the stage. Red lines appeared on his arms. 

“It’s the Zhong family’s Tiankui.” 

Liu Yuan was slightly moved as he stared at the bulky man. 



Zhao Feng’s left eye stared at Zhong Tiankui’s arms and realised that the red lines weren’t tattoos but 

came from bloodline power. 

“Zhong Tiankui is one of the Ten Prodigies of the Flooding Lake City and comes from one of the three big 

forces - the Zhong family.” 

“Even people from the Zhong family are coming.” 

The crowd from below the stage discussed. 

Today was the seventh and last day. There were less people going up but each was stronger than the 

last. 

Zhong Tiankui was a powerful youth. 

“His Qi of half step True Spirit has reached 60% and has a bloodline inheritance....” 

Zhao Feng couldn’t accurately measure this person’s strength, but he was sure that even if he went all 

out, the chances of winning were low. 

Zhong Tiankui stood on the stage and his red hair was like fire. 

At the same time, the red lines on his arms lit up. 

Hu~ 

Zhong Tiankui’s aura erupted like a volcano eruption and the searing heat made the mouths of the 

spectators below dry. 

“Sorry.” 

Zhong Tiankui’s body was immersed in red light, and like a flaming giant, he charged towards Liu Qinxin 

who was clad in white. 

Liu Qinxin’s eyes were still calm and a jade hairbrush appeared in her hand. 

Jade hairbrush. 

Zhao Feng’s heart skipped a beat as he remembered the half of a jade hairbrush First Elder gave him. 

The jade hairbrush in front of his eyes had a unique aura and a green glow appeared. 

Shuuu--- 

Streaks of green light appeared in the air in different shapes. Straight lines, curved, circles. 

Each of these lights contained power comparable to the 7th Sky and could instantly crush the walls of a 

normal City. 

“The power of each of these streaks are comparable to Cang Yuyue’s seed of sword intent in terms of 

power, and all of them come at once.” 

Zhao Feng’s heart shook. 



Liu QInxin’s strength was stronger than what he imagined. No wonder she dared set up a fight for her 

future husband. 

In this generation and in the Flooding Lake area alone, it was hard to find someone who was on par with 

her. 

However, Zhong Tiankui’s strength was also not to be underestimated. His flaming aura spread 

outwards and actually blocked Liu Qinxin’s attack head on. 

In a short amount of time, Liu Qinxin had the advantage but Zhong Tiankui wasn’t on the losing end. 

“This is the clash between the geniuses of Canopy Great Country?” 

Zhao Feng was stunned. 

Just Zhong Tiankui alone was able to sweep all the geniuses of the Thirteen Countries. 

But thinking about it, the Flooding Lake area’s cultivation advancement had far exceeded the Thirteen 

Countries. 

Just the Flooding Lake Liu family’s strength alone could crush the Thirteen Clans alone, and there was 

two others forces here with numerous clans and families. 

After exchanging a dozen or so moves. the jade hairbrush in her hand waved. 

Shua--- 

Instantly, an even longer green streak of light appeared, and the edges of it was covered in a mysterious 

silver light. 

With a “Peng”, Zhong Tiankui was sent flying by an immeasurable power and a bloody gash was left on 

his shoulder. 

“What kind of power is that to be able to break through my ‘Flaming Dragon Protective Body” so 

easily?” 

Zhong Tiankui pulled himself up from the ground with a pale face. 

Although he was one of the Ten Prodigies in the Flooding Lake City, he wasn’t the City Lord’s daughter’s 

match. 

From the beginning till now, no one knew her true strength since she never appeared. 

Only till recently when the City Lord wanted to host his daughter’s wedding did they know a genius had 

appeared. 

After Zhong Tiankui lost, no one went up. 

The males below the stage had red faces and didn’t dare raise their heads. 

The Flooding Lake City was a major city and was a place where experts were as numerous as the clouds. 

However, at this moment, the males of the younger generation had been stepped on by a woman. 



“Brother Liu, you’re the stepson of the Head of the family so you don’t have any blood relationship with 

her. Why don’t you go challenge?” 

Zhao Feng glanced towards Liu Yuan curiously. 

Liu Yuan smiled bitterly, “Zhong Tiankui is ranked top three of the Ten Prodigies and I am below him. I 

had already lost to Qinxin a few days ago.” 

Zhao Feng understood. 

Liu Yuan was the stepson of the Head of the family, and if he was able to marry the daughter of the City 

Lord, he would easily be able to enter the core of the Liu family. 

However, the daughter of the City Lord was too terrifying. No one was able to stop her. 

Of course, Zhao Feng also thought he couldn’t beat her. 

Even Zhong Tiankui who had bloodline power and was at half-step True Spirit Realm had lost. Zhao Feng 

was only at the 6th Sky right now. 

For the next half day, youths occasionally came over to challenge but was defeated in a move or two. 

Looking at the rumpled youths, cold sweat appeared in Zhao Feng’s hands. 

What was even more infuriating was the City Lord’s smile towards him. 

Seeing that the sun was about to go down and the battles were coming to an end. 

“End.... please end already....” 

Zhao Feng felt as if this day was a year long. 

From the current situation, even if he went up there, was no chance of him winning. 

The last stage. 

The sparring stage was unusually quiet. 

The daughter of the City Lord, Liu Qinxin stood in the corner of the sparring stage quietly. 

She didn’t have much hope for this time so her attitude was good. 

The Flooding Lake City Lord sighed. 

Suddenly his eyes spun onto the azure haired youth. 

“From the moment I saw you I knew we would get along. Don’t disappoint me.” 

A playful smile appeared on the City Lord’s face. 

Zhao Feng cursed in his heart. Who was it that would get along with you? 

But under the gazes of the crowd he couldn’t resist the City Lord’s wishes. 

“Oh well, I can’t beat her strength anyways. All I need to do is check if she’s the one.” 



Zhao Feng’s eyes sparkled and paid closer attention to the jade hairbrush in Liu Qinxin’s hands. 

Apart from the fact that her age was slightly younger, her cultivation and hobbies all suited the 

requirements. 

Especially the jade hairbrush. It was similar to the one Zhao Feng had. Even if this Liu Qinxin wasn’t the 

one Zhao Feng was finding, there would definitely be some connection. 

“Brother Zhao, go and marry the daughter of the City Lord. This is something countless people are 

envious of.” 

Liu Yuan joked. 

Zhao Feng lept casually onto the sparring stage. 

Liu Qinxin’s pair of eyes landed on Zhao Feng with interest. 

At the same time a bright voice sounded, “This is a young Beast Tamer - Zhao Feng. All Master Zhao 

wants is to see the daughter of the City Lord’s looks and came especially to participate.” 

The crowd below instantly broke out into discussion. 

“Such a young Beast Tamer!” 

“Participating just to see her looks?” 

Zhao Feng almost spat out a mouthful of blood. His respectful words had been said to the public. 

At this moment, even Liu Qinxin was looking at him in a weird manner. 
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Hearing the shouting of the crowd, Zhao Feng was speechless. He thought about how he had swept 

across the entire younger generation of the Thirteen Countries, was he going to lose to a girl here? 

He took a light breath and regained his composure. 

There was no retreat, hence why not use a plan to defeat this plan? 

Firstly, the City Lord’s words couldn’t be gone against. Secondly, he wanted to see if she was the one. 

Liu Qinxin who was clad in white spoke with interest, “Master Zhao comes from afar. This makes Qinxin 

feel happy. As long as you can beat Qinxin, so what if you want to see me? I’ll be willing to give you all of 

myself.” 

Liu Qinxin’s voice contained a tinge of playfulness which caused the crowd to roar in laughter. 

No one believed a youth at the 6th Sky could defeat Qinxin. 

Of the challengers, Zhao Feng’s cultivation could be said to be rock bottom. 

After watching Liu Qinxin fight, even Zhao Feng had to admit there was a large gap between the two. 

If it was in a life-death battle, Zhao Feng was confident he could retreat without injury and even turn the 

situation around. 



But right now, it was a head-on clash. 

“Qinxin, this young Beast Tamer is an esteemed guest of the Liu family. His age and cultivation is lower 

than yours. Can you suppress your cultivation?” 

The Flooding Lake City Lord suddenly said. 

The instant he said this, the crowd once again broke out into discussion. 

What type of background did this young Beast Tamer have to make the City Lord look at him differently? 

“This.... as Father wishes. Qinxin will restrict her cultivation to 7th Sky.” 

Liu Qinxin’s eyes furrowed as she glanced towards Zhao Feng, but soon became normal. 

She had obviously not taken Zhao Feng as a true opponent. 

In terms of strength, Zhao Feng was far weaker than the opponents before. 

Although there was some resistance in the crowd, the City Lord and his daughter had come to an 

agreement so it didn’t matter. 

Furthermore, in their eyes, even if Liu Qinxin suppressed her cultivation to 7th Sky, she could destroy 

Zhao Feng. 

Hearing this Zhao Feng almost cursed aloud. Why was the City Lord going easy on him? 

If Liu Qinxin suppressed her cultivation to the 7th Sky, Zhao Feng’s chances of winning reached 50%, and 

if he held back, it definitely wouldn’t escape the City Lord’s fiery eyes. 

“Lady Qinxin doesn’t need to be so courteous. I’d rather see your unrestrained strength so even if I lose, 

I wouldn’t moan or groan.” 

Zhao Feng immediately declined. 

Liu Qinxin smiled and gave Zhao Feng a higher review. 

If it was some other youth they probably love the fact that she was suppressing her cultivation. Not only 

would they get a beauty, they would also become the son-in-law of the City Lord. 

“Begin.” 

A bright voice sounded.The person speaking was at the True Spirit Realm. 

As soon as the words finished, Zhao Feng lightly slapped a silver bag on his waist and summoned the 

Azure Sharp Swallow. 

The Azure Sharp Swallow screeched and turned into a azure blur that shot towards Liu Qinxin. 

In terms of speed, the Azure Sharp Swallow was at the peak amongst the 7th Skys, and under Zhao 

Feng’s control, the Swallow’s attacking routes were all perfect. 

Zhao Feng retreated and kept a healthy distance between himself and Liu Qinxin. 

At this moment, he was going use the methods of a Beast Tamer to fight. 



Liu Qinxin lightly shouted and sent green streaks of light towards the Azure Sharp Swallow. 

Zhao Feng’s expression moved - Liu Qinxin’s attacks could turn in midair. This level of agility had 

exceeded the limits of the 7th Sky; usually only those at the True Spirit Realm could do this. 

Even though Liu Qinxin’s cultivation had been suppressed to the 7th Sky, her insights and skill still 

remained. All that happened was that the power was decreased by half. 

Boom---- 

The Azure Sharp Swallow flapped its wings and successfully blocked Liu Qinxin’s attack. It paused for a 

moment before darting towards Liu Qinxin’s back. 

The Azure Sharp Swallow was extremely agile and seemed to have the smartness of a human. 

Although Liu Qinxin’s cultivation was suppressed, she could still bring critical harm to the Swallow. 

However, with Zhao Feng controlling the bird, the Swallow’s speed, agility and offense had reached its 

maximum and could escape every time. 

After exchanging blows for a period of time, the spectators looked at the young Beast Tamer in a 

different light. 

Zhao Feng’s expression was solemn; Liu Qinxin’s actions were all casual and hadn’t used all her true 

power yet. 

“She still hasn’t used the jade hairbrush.” 

Zhao Feng’s eyes glimmered and a dark azure bow appeared in his hand. In the middle was an ice lotus 

mark. 

Three arrows appeared on the Luohou Bow. 

Bow? 

The spectators watching smiled faintly, not surprised. 

Bows were suitable for Beast Tamer’s because their pets would be a meat shield while they would 

support from afar. 

Beng~ Sou-- Sou-- 

The Luohou arrows shot through the air and amidst a rumbling of thunder, suddenly broke through the 

sound barrier, causing a cold flow that pierced towards Liu Qinxin’s small flaw. 

When Zhao Feng took out the Luohou Bow, Liu Qinxin stopped underestimating the former. 

Zhao Feng’s Luohou Bow contained the Lightning Inheritance and would create cold flows that would 

affect the opponent’s speed. 

Although the Luohou arrows couldn’t injure Liu Qinxin, it could distract her, synchronising perfectly with 

the Azure Sharp Swallow. 

In a short amount of time, Zhao Feng succeeded in facing off against Liu Qinxin. 



As long as a tiny flaw appeared on Liu Qinxin’s body, the arrows would shoot straight towards that area 

and would synchronise with the Azure Sharp Swallow. 

“This Liu Qinxin isn’t simple. Excluding my bloodline power, I’ve been using all my strength but that still 

isn’t able to take care of her.” 

Zhao Feng was extremely wary. 

Shua-- 

The jade hairbrush appeared in Liu Qinxin’s hand once again and formed green streaks that blocked the 

arrows as well as the Azure Sharp Swallow while attacking Zhao Feng at the same time. 

Zhao Feng’s figure flashed like an illusion. 

He was still able to fire the Luohou Bow and control the Azure Sharp Swallow while travelling at high 

speed. It could be said he was doing three things with one mind. 

Not only that, Zhao Feng’s offense became even stronger. 

The Luohou Bow and Azure Sharp Swallow complimented each other perfectly. 

Liu Qinxin felt troubled when her cultivation was suppressed to the 7th Sky. 

“If I used my full strength immediately and instantly attacked the Beast Tamer himself, it would have 

ended the battle straight away.” 

Liu Qinxin sighed in her heart, knowing that she had underestimated the enemy. 

The youth in front of her was a Beast Tamer who was at the 6th Sky, yet had the capabilities to exchange 

blows with someone at the half step True Spirit Realm. 

The crowd watching sighed and exclaimed. If this continued, Zhao Feng would be the person most likely 

to succeed. 

The Flooding Lake City Lord sat on the spectator stand with a smile on his face, “This brat has such 

precise archery skills. If Qinxin’s cultivation wasn’t restricted to 7th Sky, the winner will be hard to 

decide.” 

The City Lord finally saw a sizzle of hope. 

Zhao Feng’s display had exceeded his imagination. His Beast Tamer powers, archery skills, and use of 

lightning had all reached a point where others could only sigh. 

Across those his age Zhao Feng’s strength could top the Flooding Lake area. 

“But Qinxin probably won’t lose this easily.” 

The Flooding Lake City Lord’s expression was calm. 

Right at this moment, Liu Qinxin waved her jade hairbrush, and the edges of the green strikes were 

covered in a mysterious silver. 

Hu~ 



Liu Qinxin’s hair was like a flowing waterfall as her veil gently blew. 

A silver light appeared in her eyes. The color was like limitless space - cold and quiet. 

Bloodline power. 

Zhao Feng’s heart skipped a beat. In addition to the power the attacks from the jade hairbrush emitted, 

the light seemed to come from the ancient space that crushed downwards. 

“Bloodline power... and an ancient bloodline inheritance.” 

Zhao Feng’s bloodline power boiled. 

Weng~ 

A faint azure layer of light spun around his body like a tattoo. It seemed to be from ancient times, old 

and noble while containing some wickedness within. 

Beng~ Sou- Sou- 

The Luohou Bow pierced through the air and carried a faint azure red shadow which caused its power to 

rise dramatically. 

Peng~~~~ 

The clash between the bloodline powers caused the protective arrays to ripple. 

The spectators below were stunned. 

“His bloodline inheritance is even purer than Qinxin’s....” 

The Flooding Lake City Lord was overjoyed. 

Liu Qinxin only felt her bloodline power tremble slightly. This was something that had never happened 

before. 

Although the quantity of her bloodline power exceeded Zhao Feng’s, she didn’t gain any advantage. 

The battle was rising to its peak. 

Zhao Feng used his Luohou Bow to compliment the Azure Sharp Swallow and continued wearing Liu 

Qinxin down. 

Liu Qinxin had used all her power she could at the 7th Sky and a layer of ice had appeared on her snow 

white clothes. 

Of course, if this battle continued Zhao Feng would still lose because Liu Qinxin’s recovery rate and True 

Force quantity both exceeded Zhao Feng’s. 

“If I don’t go all out now, my chances of winning will go down by 5%.” 

As he came to this conclusion, Zhao Feng began to expend his True Force rapidly. If his True Force was 

expended, he would lose honourably. 

Miao miao. 



The little thieving cat suddenly appeared from the Spiritual Pet Bag with stars in its eyes. It hiccuped 

then took a drink from a flask that was bigger than itself. 

“Hmm?” 

The spectators and those in battle were confused. 

“Could it be that he has another strong pet?” 

Liu Qinxin’s expression changed slightly. 

Miao miao. 

The little thieving cat put the flask away then started drunkenly walking around slowly. 

“What is this guy doing?” 

Zhao Feng heart jumped. 

The little thieving cat was covered in the smell of wine and walked around the stage like it didn’t know 

what was doing. 

The clash between him and Liu Qinxin could rip a normal cultivator at the 6th or 7th Sky into shreds. 

“Drunk step?” 

Only the eyes of the Flooding Lake City Lord were unusual. 

The little thieving cat’s footsteps looked queer but seemed to contain something that surpassed nature. 

In every move, it evaded the most powerful clashes. 

Chapter 260 - Future husband??? 

The clash between Zhao Feng and Liu Qinxin created powerful waves of power that rippled the 

protective array. 

In this situation, even experts at the 6th and 7th Sky would most likely die. 

However, at this moment, a grey cat the size of a palm walked into the battle circle, shaking and 

swinging. 

This caused some girls watching to scream in horror. 

The little thieving cat was acting like it was walking on a tightrope - the slightest mistake would mean 

death. 

Sizzles of lightning and shockwaves exploded throughout the stage. Sounds of booming could be heard 

almost every second. 

Gulu~ 

The little thieving cat fell onto the floor and dodged a green sword qi blade that swished over its head. It 

then immediately rolled across the ground and evaded an arc of lightning. 

Even Zhao Feng and Liu Qinxin, who were fighting, sweated coldly for the little thieving cat. 



“Don’t be reckless!” Zhao Feng shouted. 

The little thieving cat had a mysterious connection with him. But at this moment, the cat was drunk and 

its consciousness was blurry, hence didn’t listen to him. 

It was truly drunk. 

Zhao Feng’s face twitched. Looking closely at the little thieving cat, it was in a weird state. It wasn’t just 

drunk, it had entered a queer state. 

The ‘drunkenness’ of the cat seemed to have entered the little thieving cat’s bones and it would use 

basic instincts such as dodging or evading to dissolve the attacks. 

A shocking scene appeared on the stage: 

Zhao Feng and Liu QInxin were fighting all out and a little drunken cat was hobbling between the two, 

occasionally hiccupping. 

Liu Qinxin felt that something was wrong and was wary at first, but she found that the little thieving cat 

was in a blurry state, as if it was ‘drunk’ and didn’t have the capabilities to attack. 

Furthermore, there was urgency on Zhao Feng’s face which meant that even its owner couldn’t control 

it. 

Time passed slowly by. 

The two had gotten used to the existence of the little thieving cat and they didn’t bother with it. 

Plus, the little thieving cat was only the size of a palm and was easily ignored, but there were still some 

young girls paying attention to it. 

“What a cute cat!” 

“That cat is way too cool!” 

Stars seemed to pop out of the girl’s eyes as they were attracted to the little thieving cat. 

The little thieving cat seemed to be drunk and clumsy, but in reality, it was extremely agile, not receiving 

a single scratch of injury so far. 

Maybe itself didn’t realise that it had attracted some fans. 

On the spectating stand, the Flooding Lake City Lord stared at the little thieving cat for a while with 

furrowed eyebrows. 

He could easily see Zhao Feng’s bloodline potential, but not what the little thieving cat was. 

“Could it be a weird species of Heaven and Earth? It’s definitely newborn but to be able to gain insights 

into ‘drunk step’... ? A drunk little cat? Hehe.” 

The City Lord became even more interested. 

The little thieving cat’s actions made him look at Zhao Feng with a better perspective. After all, no 

matter how strong the little thieving cat was, it was still Zhao Feng’s pet. 



Soon, an hour passed by and Zhao Feng’s True Force had decreased dramatically. 

In reality, he hadn’t preserved any True Force and on the contrary, he had expended it significantly. 

On the other hand, Liu Qinxin was still casual - she had the cultivation of the half step True Spirit Realm 

meaning that she could last longer. 

“En, if I continue on like this, I can lose.” Zhao Feng thought. 

He didn’t want to win and didn’t have a high chance of doing so either. 

At this time, Zhao Feng’s eyes twinkled as he stared at the white veil covering Liu Qinxin’s face. 

“This girl is extremely mysterious and likes to travel - she also has a hairbrush similar to First Elder’s. 

Even her age is uncertain... ” 

Zhao Feng eyebrows rose. Could this Liu Qinxin be related to the person that he was looking for? Or was 

she the one? 

“If I could see her looks, that’d be much better.” 

Zhao Feng couldn’t help but think but knew that it was extremely unlikely. 

The current situation wasn’t good for him. If they continued, his True Force would be the first to be 

expended. 

Liu Qinxin, however, was getting more courageous by the moment. She had fully gained the upper hand. 

In normal circumstances, when Liu Qinxin had suppressed her cultivation to the 7th Sky and Zhao Feng 

acted more ferocious in the first hour, he still had a certain chance of winning. 

But because he didn’t want to win, he purposely expended his True Force. 

Scanning across the stage, Zhao Feng suddenly found the little thieving cat. The little thieving cat was 

still doing its ‘drunk step’, but it looked smugly at Zhao Feng. 

“Good chance, the little thieving cat’s mostly awake now.” 

Zhao Feng’s heart was filled with joy. If the little thieving cat was awake, Zhao Feng could give simple 

orders to it. 

Miao miao 

The little thieving cat understood Zhao Feng’s intentions and suddenly turned in Liu Qinxin’s direction. 

Liu Qinxin was suppressing Zhao Feng straight on and was used to the little thieving cat’s existence thus 

ignoring it. 

Only till the little thieving cat was five to six yards away did Liu Qinxin become wary. 

At this moment in time, the little thieving cat’s drunkenness had obviously faded by over half and it sped 

straight towards her. 

Shua! 



In a flash, the little thieving cat suddenly disappeared from their sights. 

Some of the spectators started screaming - they were mainly young girls. 

Beng~ Sou- Sou- 

A faint smile curled up on Zhao Feng’s lips and his circulated his bloodline power and fired his Luohou 

Bow. 

At the same time, the Azure Sharp Swallow pounced ferociously towards her. 

Invisibility? 

Liu Qinxin’s eyes were as calm as water and faced Zhao Feng’s attacks while spreading her Spiritual 

Sense to scan in a ten yards radius. 

Although she was at the half step True Spirit Realm, her Spiritual Sense strength wasn’t any weaker than 

those at the True Human Rank and she was able to easily uncover illusions and those invisible. 

However, Liu Qinxin became panicked the next instant. 

Her Spiritual Sense didn’t find any traces of the little thieving cat. 

Miao miao! 

A meow sounded right next to her ear and Liu Qinxin felt a small grey cat the size of a palm appear on 

her shoulder. 

What!!? 

Not only was Liu Qinxin shocked, even the City Lord and experts at the True Spirit Realms’ expression 

changed. 

At this moment, Liu Qinxin was stunned. The little thieving cat laughed at her, then like a joker, it ripped 

away her veil. 

Shua! 

Underneath the veil was a beautiful face. Her nose, eyebrows, lips and teeth were like perfection. Her 

beauty made others unable to breath - she was like a goddess in a painting. 

At this point, the crowd had become dead silent. 

Countless spectators were stooped, their eyes dazed as they looked at this scene. 

The soul-shaking looks even made Zhao Feng dazed for a little while, but it was soon replaced by 

disappointment. 

The Liu Qinxin in front of him was far younger than he imagined - she did not seem much older than 

Zhao Yufei. 

At this moment, the girl’s face was filled with surprise that was quickly replaced by embarrassment and 

a layer of red covered her cheeks. 



Through these actions, one could tell that she wasn’t old. 

But somehow, Zhao Feng felt a sense of anger and hatred from Liu Qinxin as the latter looked at him 

with complex emotions. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat seemed to sense that something was wrong and instantly disappeared from Liu 

Qinxin’s shoulder. 

The next instant, a powerful aura of the half step True Spirit Realm radiated from Liu Qinxin as her aura 

exploded and her hair was floating about. 

Zhao Feng felt it was hard to breath and at this time, his True Force had all been expended. If Liu Qinxin 

decided to attack, now it would be hard for him to retreat unharmed. 

Liu Qinxin’s emotions were unstable and her eyes were extremely complex: “you... you pulled off my 

veil!” 

Ehhhhh? 

Zhao Feng was somewhat dazed, but luckily, Liu Qinxin managed to control her emotions. 

Miao miao! 

The little thieving cat reappeared on Zhao Feng’s shoulder and then it took out an old coin which it 

flipped mid air. 

Ding! 

The ancient coin landed on the little thieving cat’s paw and instantly, the latter seemed to realise 

something and flashed into Spiritual Pet Bag. 

On the stage, there was only Zhao Feng and the embarrassed, hateful, angered Liu QInxin. 

“This little thieving cat... ” 

Zhao Feng grinded his teeth - he knew that the second that the little thieving cat sensed that something 

was wrong, it would disappear. And at this point in time, Liu Qinxin’s mood was obviously not good. 

“It’s my honour to witness your appearance, but this one feels guilty for being unable to be your match.” 

Zhao Feng immediately bowed in defeat. It wasn’t hard for anyone to see that Zhao Feng wasn’t Liu 

Qinxin’s match. 

It was already glorious for him to fight so long and even pull off the daughter of the City Lord’s veil. 

“This one shall leave now.” 

Zhao Feng smiled and turned into an arc of lightning that flashed away from the stage. 

The spectators only smiled and looked at Zhao Feng with kind eyes, having no intent to stop him. 

“Father... ” 



Liu Qinxin looked at the City Lord with embarrassment. 

“Stop him!” 

The Flooding Lake City Lord shouted and the Heavens seemed to shake. His voice was as powerful as 

thunder. 

Zhao Feng, who was in the middle of running, felt his figure freeze and he almost spat out blood. 

A devastating aura crushed down upon him and it made his True Force almost stop flowing. 

Shua! Shua! 

Two experts at the True Spirit Realm immediately went over and held Zhao Feng. 

The latter knew that resistance was futile and immediately shouted: “This one isn’t Lady Liu’s match. 

City Lord, what is this for?” 

“Haha, to be son-in-law, don’t panic. Since you took off her veil, you’re destined to be her husband.” 

The Flooding Lake City Lord smiled and signalled the two True Human Rank experts to let go of Zhao 

Feng. 

Future husband? 

Zhao Feng was fully dazed. What the heck was going on? 

At this point in time, Liu Qinxin had put the veil back on and landed next to the City Lord as she looked 

at Zhao Feng with unwilling and embarrassed eyes. 

“Can City Lord please explain?” Zhao Feng took a deep breath. 

Ever since they had met, the City Lord had calculated against him, making him attend the fight then 

making Liu Qinxin suppress her cultivation and now giving him the title of ‘future husband’. 

“Liu Qinxin’s Master told her before she died that the man who first takes off her veil will be her 

destined partner.” 

The Flooding Lake City Lord was overjoyed. The moment that he had seen Zhao Feng, he had made plans 

and the latter had surprised him. 

And now, Zhao Feng was the one who had uncovered Liu Qinxin’s veil, her destined partner. 

“Wait, no... The person that uncovered her veil wasn’t me... it was that cat... ” Zhao Feng replied with a 

sunken face. 

 


